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Abstract
In the last several decades the number of the fatalities related to criminally inflicted cranial gunshot
wounds has increased (Aarabi et al.; Jena et al., 2014; Mota et al., 2003). Back-spattered bloodstain
patterns are often important in investigations of cranial gunshot fatalities, particularly when there is a
doubt whether the death is suicide or homicide. Back-spatter is the projection of blood and tissue back
toward the firearm. However, the mechanism of creation of the backspatter is not understood well. There
are several hypotheses, which describe the formation of the backspatter. However, as it is difficult to
study the internal mechanics of formation of the backspatter in animal experiments as the head is opaque
and sample properties vary from animal to animal. Performing ballistic experiments on human cadavers
is rarely not possible for ethical reasons. An alternative is to build a realistic physical 3D model of the
human head, which can be used for reconstruction of crime scenes and BPA training purposes. This
requires a simulant material for each layer of the human head. In order to build a realistic model of human
head, it is necessary to understand the effect of the each layer of the human head to the generation of the
back-spatter. Simulant materials offer the possibility of safe, well‐controlled experiments. Suitable
simulants must be biologically inert, be stable over some reasonable shelf‐life, and respond to ballistic
penetration in the same way as the responding human tissues. Traditionally 10-20% (w/w) gelatine have
been used as a simulant for human soft tissues in ballistic experiments. However, 10-20% of gelatine has
never been validated as a brain simulant. Moreover, due to the viscoelastic nature of the brain it is not
possible to find the exact mechanical properties of the brain at ballistic strain rates. Therefore, in this
study several experiments were designed to obtain qualitative and quantitative data using high speed
cameras to compare different concentrations of gelatine and new composite material with the bovine and
ovine brains. Factors such as the form of the fragmentation, velocity of the ejected material, expansion
rate, stopping distance, absorption of kinetic energy and effect of the suction as well as ejection of the air
from the wound cavity and its involvement in the generation of the backspatter have been investigated.
Furthermore, in this study a new composite material has been developed, which is able to create more
realistic form of the fragmentation and expansion rate compared to the all different percentage of the
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gelatine. The results of this study suggested that none of the concentrations the gelatine used in this study
were capable of recreating the form of the damage to the one observed from bovine and ovine brain. The
elastic response of the brain tissue is much lower that observed in gelatine samples. None of the simulants
reproduced the stopping distance or form of the damage seen in bovine brain. Suction and ejection of the
air as a result of creation of the temporary cavity has a direct relation to the elasticity of the material. For
example, by reducing the percentage of the gelatine the velocity of the air drawn into the cavity increases
however, the reverse scenario can be seen for the ejection of the air. This study showed that elastic
response of the brain tissue was not enough to eject the brain and biological materials out of the cranium.
However, the intracranial pressure raises as the projectile passes through the head. This pressure has the
potential of ejecting the brain and biological material backward and create back-spatter. Finally, the
results of this study suggested that for each specific type of experiment, a unique simulant must be
designed to meet the requirements for that particular experiment.
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1

Literature review

This chapter includes an introduction and literature review on Blood Pattern Analysis (BPA). The
hypothetical mechanisms which are thought to be important to the formation of the backspatter were
discussed. Moreover, fundamental theories that could help to understand the behaviour of the material
at high velocity impact are presented.
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1.1

Introduction

1.2

Blood stain pattern analysis and type of the blood stain pattern:

In investigation at crime scenes, an important factor to determine the scenario leading to fatality is the
formation of the back-spatter and blood stain pattern (Bevel et al., 2012; Davidson et al., 2012; Kunz et
al., 2013). This analysis is performed by the BPA experts at the crime scene and laboratory. Blood stain
pattern can be divided in six essential types such as: dripped and splashed blood, projected blood, impact
patterns, cast-off stains, expirated and transferred bloodstains (Peschel et al., 2011).

1.2.1 Essential types of the blood stain pattern:
Figure 1-1 shows different types of the blood stain pattern. Figure 1-1(A) shows an example of trail of
drip stains. This indicates the direction and movement of the wounded person. Impact pattern is shown
in Figure 1-1 (B), the elliptical stains shows the location of the blow. An example of the swing cast-off
can be seen at the Figure 1-1(C), which shows the direction and number of the blows. Figure 1-1(D)
presents blood stain pattern as a result of the gunshot. Form and size of the expirated blood stain pattern
is very similar to the one generated by the gunshot.

Figure 1-1: Essential types of the blood stain pattern; A-Trail of drip stain B- Impact pattern C- Swing cast-off DGunshot pattern (D-adapted from (Kunz et al., 2013) with permission)

Therefore, it is often possible to identify the weapon used at the scene by analysing the form, size and
direction of the blood stain pattern. Also this helps to distinguish between accident, homicide and
suicide (Peschel et al., 2011). All the evidence collected by the BPA experts and police which is
subsequently presented at the court and must have high level of reliability, so it is really important to
understand the mechanical behaviour of the material and their introduction into the formation of the
back-spatter and blood stain pattern. Particularly in this study, the effect of the deformation and failure
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of the brain tissue to the generation of the back-spatter as a result of cranial gunshot is studied. For
ethical reasons it is obviously impossible to obtain in vivo human data from cranial gunshot wounding.
It is also difficult to observe the internal mechanics in experiments with post mortem human or animal
samples as the head is opaque. Therefore, it is important to replicate the human head experimentally to
provide a better understanding of the mechanical response to a cranial ballistic impact .This type of
information will help to build a realistic 3D model of the human head, which can be used for
reconstruction of the complicated scenarios of incidents.

1.3

Hypothesised mechanisms of formation of the back-spatter:

There are three mechanisms hypothesised for the formation of the back spatter; tail splash, subcutaneous
gas effect and collapse of the temporary cavity. All mechanisms are the result of the interaction of the
bullet and tissues. The first mechanism is tail splash (Figure 1-2-A) as the bullet impacts the tissue,
material flows in the opposite direction to the bullets penetration. This happens before the generation
of the temporary cavity (Davidson et al., 2012). The second mechanism is the subcutaneous gas effect,
in this mechanism occurs when the gun barrel is in contact with the target (Figure 1-2-B). As the bullet
penetrates subcutaneous gas will move between skin and tissue create a cavity in between layer causing
the skin to bulge. This cavity collapses in a couple of milliseconds and can move biological material
towards the firearm (Davidson et al., 2012) .
The third mechanism (Figure 1-2-C) is collapse of the temporary cavity as the bullet passes through the
target it creates a temporary cavity, by collapse of this cavity biological materials move towards the
firearm.

Figure 1-2: A-Tail splash B-Subcutaneous gas effect C- Collapse of the temporary cavity
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1.4

Background of high velocity of impact and failure of soft targets:

The damage and failure of the material under high velocity impact involves several disciplines such as:
plasticity and elasticity theory, hydrodynamics, fracture mechanics, materials response to high strain
rate of impact and high pressure physics (Rosenberg et al., 2012). The discipline, which covers the high
velocity impacts and interaction between various types of targets and projectiles is called terminal
ballistics (Rosenberg & Dekel, 2012). However, as the failure mechanism of the projectile and target
depends on the velocity of the impact, some classification is required. Rosenberg and Dekel (Rosenberg
& Dekel, 2012) classified the velocity into three sections: “The low velocity range (below 500 m/s), the
ordnance velocity range (between 500 and 2,000 m/s) and the hypervelocity range (above 2,000
m/s)’’.One of the subsection of terminal ballistics is wound ballistics, which is the study of the
behaviour and effect of the bullet in a person or an animal (Kneubuehl et al., 2012). Kneubuehl et al.
divided wound ballistics into three areas: hand gun bullets, bullets from long weapons and fragments,
as they have different fundamental structure and energy. Fragmenting bullets are also known as hollow
point or frangible bullets. This type of bullet is designed in a way that the projectile expands upon
impact and stopping distance in the muscle is less compare to the rifle projectile. The form of the
damage caused by the different types of the bullets are varied. Energy of the projectile can be divided
into two essential types: kinetic energy and thermal energy. Kinetic energy of the projectile is the result
of bullets flight energy and energy of the rotation, energy of the motion of the gases and recoil energy
of the weapon (Rosenberg & Dekel, 2012). Thermal energy is the result of the heat transferred to the
cartridge, friction between bullet and bore and internal energy of the gases. The literature shows that
there is a complex behaviour of the material at high velocity impact and it is required to highlight that
the focus of this study is on low velocity range of impact with non-deformable projectile to the soft
target, which is gelatine in this section of the study. Gelatine is known to be a viscoelastic material with
a shear thinning properties at room temperature. It means viscosity of the material decreases by
increasing the shear strain rate. The physical response of a soft target (e.g. skin, muscle, brain or gelatine
or some other tissue simulant) can be divided into four essential sections: shock wave, pressure wave,
compression and tension zone and temporary and permanent cavity.
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1.4.1 Shock wave, pressure wave and zone of compression and tension:
When the bullet hits the target it creates a shock wave, which passes through the target in a couple of
milliseconds (yellow dots in Figure 1-3). The shock wave doesn’t have a major effect compared to the
damage caused by the temporary cavity. The radial displacement of the tissues at the tip of the bullet
creates a pressure wave, which propagates through the tissues (Kneubuehl et al., 2012) (green section
in Figure 1-3). Compression of the material happens mostly in front of the bullets path. Figure 1-3
shows the mechanical reaction of the target assuming the bullet is not experiencing any deformation.
The red section in Figure 1-3 shows the zone of compression of the material as the bullet impacts. The
blue section shows the section of the target, which is under tension. It must be noted that a large impact
force appears as the bullet hit the target (Rosenberg & Dekel, 2012). This force first stretches the
material in a radial direction relative to the bullet path, then overcomes the strength of the material and
causes the material to fail and separate.

Figure 1-3: Mechanical reaction of the target: Red-compression Blue-tension
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1.4.2 Formation of the temporary cavity:
Figure 1-4 (A) shows the formation of the temporary cavity in schematic form and Figure 1-4 (B) is the
image of the 9 mm bullet as the bullet penetrates 10 % gelatine (w/w). When the bullet penetrates a soft
target, extremely high pressure is created at the tip of the projectile. Material starts to flow towards the
bullet. ‘‘The viscosity and inertia of the medium cause the flow to break away from the surface of the
bullet at an early stage. It means that only a small part of the bullet’s tip is in contact with the
medium’’(Kneubuehl et al., 2012). As can be seen from Figure 1-4 material flows around the bullet,
and only a small part of the tip of the bullet is in contact with the material. As mentioned before gelatine
is a shear thinning material and at high strain rate of deformation it become less elastic.

Figure 1-4: Material flows around the bullet A- sketch b- 9 mm bullet in 10% gelatine

1.4.3 Formation of the permanent cavity:
Figure 1-5 shows the schematic reaction of the 10 % gelatine as the bullet passes through a sample. The
yellow section is the temporary cavity, the brown section is that part which is compressed and the
temporary cavity forms and the red section is the unrecoverable material (crushed or cut). Wilson first
characterised the damage caused by projectiles after the First World War He describes that the
wounding effect of the projectile depends on amount of the energy transmitted to the tissue as well as
the velocity of this transition and density of the tissue (Bellamy et al., 1991). However, Fackler’s (M.
Fackler et al., 1984) research on 10% gelatine later shows that the form of the damage caused by the
projectile depends on additional factors such as type of the bullet and form of the fragmentation of the
projectile. The permanent cavity or wound track is the results of crushing and cutting the target as the
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bullet passes through a soft target. The form and size of the permanent cavity depends on bullet energy,
tumbling, expansion and fragmentation (M. L. Fackler, 1988; Martin L. Fackler et al., 1988). Disruption
of the material depends on the elastic response of the material the size and form of the permanent cavity
varies in different types of tissue. More elastic tissues such as lung, bowel wall and muscles, with elastic
modulus at the higher end of the range exhibited by soft tissue, are more likely to return to their original
shape as the bullet passes. A smaller fraction of the tissues will be crushed and cut compared to nonelastic solid like liver (Martin L. Fackler et al., 1988) . Also, the form of the damage in the air-filled
cavities such as lung, gut and upper airway will be different due to the differences in the tissue
construction. For example, the damage caused by AK-47 rifle in liver is much higher than lung and
bowel (Martin L. Fackler et al., 1988). Failure behaviour of the material can be described as cutting
and crushing of material. Material is cut when the total stress applied overcomes the strength of the
material. The process involves in cutting can be divided in two mechanically: compression and shearing.
Compression of the material can be quantified using bulk modulus (see section 1.6) and shearing
properties of the material can be quantified using shear modulus (see section 1.6).

Figure 1-5: Bullets passage scheme
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1.5

Anatomy of the human head:

The human head can be divided in four sections from the point of view of backspatter generation.
Figure 1-6 shows the different layers of the human head from the cadaver. Scalp, Skull, Dura mater
and Brain. Each of these materials has their own mechanical properties and failure mechanism.

Figure 1-6: Different layers of human head (from an embalmed cadaver)

In order to find a realistic simulant to replicate the human brain at high velocity impact, it is important
to know its mechanical properties and its anatomy. Like most biological tissues, brain is a viscoelastic
material, which means that it exhibits both viscous and elastic properties. Its mechanical moduli are
dependent on strain rate and time. As shown in Figure 1-7 from the point of view of physiology, human
brain is divided in 29 sections each section has its own responsibility to control the body. The brain is
one of the largest organs of human body, it composed of about 100 billion neurons and 1000 billion
neuroglia. The average weight of the adult brain is about 1.3 kg (Tortora et al., 1996). The brain can be
divided into four main parts: brain steam, cerebellum, diencephalon and cerebrum. The brain stem
consists of the medulla oblongata, pons and midbrain, and it is connected to the spinal cord. Above the
brain stem is the cerebrum, which covers the diencephalon like a cap. The cerebrum occupies most of
the volume of the cranium. It has two halves (termed hemispheres), left and right (Tortora & Grabowsk,
1996). The focus of this research is on the dynamic behaviour of the cerebrum as it occupies the greater
part of the cranium.
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Figure 1-7: Anatomy of human brain (adapted from Tortora and Grabowski (Tortora & Grabowsk, 1996))

The cerebrum consists mostly of white matter and grey matter as shown in Figure 1-8. The white matter
has a fibrous nature and the grey matter consists of concentrated neurons (Werner, 2003). As shown in
Figure 1-8 the grey matter lies on the outer margin and creates the cortex, whereas white matter lies
inside. Within the cortex are the ventricles, which are mainly responsible for maintaining and storing
the cerebrospinal fluid (Faller et al., 2004).
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Figure 1-8: White and grey matters (from an embalmed cadaver)

1.6

Fundamental mechanical terminology:

This part of the thesis presents some of the fundamental relations which are necessarily for
understanding the behaviour of the material during high velocity impact.
Shear stress
𝐅

𝛕=𝐀

Equation 1

Shear stress is the force divided by area used to describe relation between the force parallel to the cross
section area and change of original form of material (Chi and Pagano, 1967).

𝐹 = Force
𝐴 = Area
Bulk Modulus

𝑬 = 𝜹𝑷⁄ 𝜹𝑽
(𝑽)

Or

𝑬 = 𝜹𝑷⁄ 𝜹𝝆
(𝝆)

Equation 2

Bulk modulus is the change of the pressure divided by change in volume and determines the
compressibility of the material (Munson et al., 2006).
𝐸 = 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑠 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝛿𝑃 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝛿𝑉 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
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𝑉 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝛿𝜌 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝜌 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
Young’s modulus
𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐥𝐞 𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐬

𝐄 = 𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐥𝐞 𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐢𝐧 =

𝛔
𝛆

𝐅/𝐀

𝐅𝐋𝟎

= 𝚫𝐋/𝐋𝟎 = 𝐀
𝟎

𝟎 𝚫𝐋

Equation 3

Young’s modulus describes the elasticity of the material and called modulus of elasticity.
E = is the Young′s Modulus(modulus of elastisity)
F = force appiled on an object under tension
A0 = cross section which force is applied
ΔL = is the length changes
L0 = orginal length

Elastic Modulus
𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐞𝐬𝐬

𝛌 = 𝐬𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐢𝐧 =

𝛔
𝛆

Equation 4

The elastic modulus is the restoring force in the deformation process divided by the area over which the
force applied divided by the change caused by the stress to the original dimension of material.

Kinematic viscosity:
𝛍

𝛎=𝛒

Equation 5

Kinematic viscosity is equal to dynamic viscosity divided by density (Munson et al., 2006).
μ = is the proportionality factor called dynamic viscosity
Shear stress for Newtonian fluid:
𝐝𝐮

𝛕(𝐲) = 𝛍 𝐝𝐲
μ = dynamic viscosity of fluid
u = velocity of the fluid along the boundary
y = high above the boundary

Equation 6
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Dynamic pressure:
𝟏

𝑷 = 𝟐 𝝆𝒗𝟐

Equation 7

𝑃 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝜌 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝟏

𝐄 = 𝟐 𝐦𝐕 𝟐

Equation 8

Kinetic energy is the energy associated with the motion and is half mass multiplied to the square of
velocity (Almansa et al., 1999).
Material type and viscoelasticity:
Pure solid materials are those in which the molecules are strongly bonded, so that the solid can retain
its shape and exhibit an elastic response to stress and it can support a shear stress without motion. In a
liquids the intermolecular bonding is weaker, the material takes the shape of its container, and shear
stresses always induce internal motion. Shear-thinning viscoelastic materials act like solid under small
load forces and act like fluid when a large force are applied on the material or over long timescales
(Munson et al., 2006).
Figure 1-9 shows the stress strain curve for a metal such as steel. The curve can be divided in to four
regions. The linear elastic region lies between points A to C in Figure 1-9. In this region the material
deforms linearly and by removing the stress, the material will go back to its original shape. By removing
stress from point B to C material is also will take its original shape but the relation between stress and
strain is not linear. This point is called neck and at this point the cross sectional area of a tensed specimen
become smaller. By increasing the stress form point C to D material will experience plastic deformation.
At this stage by removing the stress material will not have its original shape and deformations are
unrecoverable. Point D is the fracture or failure point which is indicate that material is broken.
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Figure 1-9: Stress-strain curve

Viscoelastic behaviour may be time dependent, so it is really important to know the time over which a
force applied to the area. In viscoelastic phenomena, three important behaviours are known: namely
viscoelastic creep, by applying constant stress to the material strain increases. Elastic recovery, by
removing the load material will recover it its original shape. Plastic recovery by removing the load
material will be experience permanent deformation. The strain- time profile applied to obtain the
response of the material is shown in Figure 1-10 (Szabo, 2005).

Figure 1-10: Stress time profile

The Maxwell model of a viscoelastic material is shown in Figure 1-11 represents a Newtonian damper
for viscous behaviour of material and a Hookean spring as an elastic behaviour (Chen et al., 2012).
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k1 = stiffness of spring
ε = strain,
σ = stress
μ = viscosity

Figure 1-11: Maxwell model

σ = σ1 = σ2
ε = ε1 + ε2
𝛔̇

𝛔

𝛆̇ = 𝒌 + 𝛍

Equation 9

Equation (9) can be used to predict strain for viscoelastic material in Maxwell model.
Figure 1-12 shows the Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelastic material. This model consists of purely
viscous damper and purely elastic spring connected in parallel.

Figure 1-12: Kelvin-Voigt model
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In this model strain and stress is identical for both damper and spring as they are connected in parallel.

𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜀𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝜀𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜎𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝜎𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
From equation 10 it is possible to calculate shear stress or normal stress of the material with the respect
to time.

𝝈(𝒕) = 𝑬𝜺 (𝒕) + 𝜼

𝒅𝜺 (𝒕)
𝒅𝒕

Equation 10

It is possible to predict the behaviour of viscoelastic material using viscoelastic models such as Maxwell
and Kelvin-Voigt model. The main differences between these two models are; the damper and spring
connected in series in Maxwell model, however, they are connected in parallel in Kelvin-Voigt model.
This indicate the stress and strain in Maxwell model can be different in damper and spring. However,
in Kelvin-Voigt model stress and strain in both damper and spring are identical. It must be noted that
there is a lack of information to validate such models for the brain tissues at ballistic range of impact.
Thus, using the mathematical model to predict the behaviour of the material at ballistic range of impact
is not possible yet.

1.7

A review of mechanical properties of the brain reported in the literature:

A huge discrepancy in the published results occurs because of the variety of materials and methods
used. Since the properties of a viscoelastic material are dependent on time (see 1.6), it is logical to
expect different results from high strain rate analysis and low strain rate analysis. For clarity in this
literature review, articles have been divided in to two groups such as high strain rate computational
modelling (blast) and experimental measurement of the mechanical properties of the brain.
In order to have a reliable finite element model it is important to characterise the mechanical properties
of the materials used in the model. For example brain tissue is assumed to be isotropic and homogenous
viscoelastic material in the work by Li Tan et al (Li et al., 2010). In the study by Gu et al (Gu et al.,
2012) a hyper viscoelastic model was used, which is a constitutive model for prediction of the behaviour
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of the nonlinear elastic material. Mechanical properties of the brain assumed to be viscoelastic in shear
with stress rate dependent on the shear relaxation modulus (L. Zhang et al., 2013) also they reported
that the white matter had a shear modulus 25% higher than grey matter. The variety in the mechanical
properties reported can be seen clearly in Table 1-1. Given this, all the differences in the input data for
the finite element modelling will have substantial effect on the results. A summary of the most recent
(at the time of writing) article related to high strain rate modelling of the human head can be found in
section 1.7.1.
Most of the measurements of the mechanical properties of the brain were performed on animal brain
such as bovine and porcine, and there is no reliable information on the differences between human and
animal as different protocols and methods are used in the literature (Prange et al., 2000; Takhounts et
al., 2003). However, for ethical reasons it is not possible to perform the experiment on the healthy
human brain. As such the results of animal brain experiments can be accepted. Recent studies show
there is no significant differences on the mechanical properties of the brain between the bovine, porcine
and caprine, and also there is no differences between the male and female animals (Pervin et al., 2011).
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the mechanical properties of human white and grey matter are
similar to those of other large mammals. Of course, the structure of the skull and brain differs
significantly from mammal to mammal. A summary of most cited articles for mechanical properties of
the brain can be found in chapter 1.7.2.

1.7.1 Mechanical properties reported for brain in blast wave finite element
modelling:
It should be noted that data presented in this section relates to blast waves, which have lower strain rates
compared to the gunshot. Data presented in this section of the thesis are intended to illustrate the
discrepancies between different sources in the literature. In the study by Taylor and Ford (Taylor et al.,
2009) a finite element model of the human head was used to analyse the effect of the blast induced
wave on traumatic brain injury. They considered that the grey matter and white matter were
compressible viscoelastic materials. Also mechanical properties of the head were obtained from the
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published work by Zhang et al. (L. Zhang et al., 2001). Mechanical properties of the materials used in
their work can be found in Table 1-1 They reported that ‘‘significant levels of pressure, volumetric
tension, and shear stress can occur in focal areas of the brain, dependent on the orientation of the blast
wave and the complex geometry of the skull, brain, and tissue interfaces. The focal development of
stress or strain energy could exceed the threshold for axonal injury and contribute to the development
of Traumatic brain injury (TBI) and its neurological consequences’’.
In the study by Li et al. (Li et al., 2010) an isotropic homogeneous viscoelastic material was used as
brain material (Table 1-1) in their finite element model to understand the effect of the helmet to the
damages caused by the blast. They reported that the gap between head and helmet can amplify the blast
over pressure.
In the work by Gu et al. (Gu et al., 2012) hyper viscoelastic material model used for the brain material
at large strain/high frequency range. They formulated their model in term of large strain viscoelastic
framework and considered linear viscous deformations in combination with hyperplastic behaviour. An
example of the mechanical properties used for the head materials shown in Table 1-1.
The effect of a helmet in protection of the brain during blast wave impact was studied by Zhang et al
(L. Zhang et al., 2013).They noted that traditionally brain is treated as a viscoelastic material and it can
be approximated by the Kelvin viscoelastic model. The behaviour of the brain for Finite element
modelling (FE) is assumed to be viscoelastic in shear with stress rate dependent on the shear relaxation
modulus, and purely elastic for hydrostatic behaviour of the material. Due to the fibrous nature of the
white matter, the shear modulus of the white matter was assumed to be 25% higher than grey matter.
Mechanical properties of the brain used in this study can be found in Table 1-1 (L. Zhang et al., 2013).
They reported that the biomechanical response of the human head to the blast is sensitive to the direction
of the blast and geometry of the helmet. The peak intracranial pressure was reported to be in the range
of 0.68-1.8 MPa in the coup cortical region (front section of the head).
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Table 1-1: Mechanical properties of the brain reported in the literature

Shear
Modulus
(MPa)
0.0068

Young’s
Modulus
(MPa)
NA

Poisso
n ratio

Density
(g/cm3)

Author

NA

1.04

(Li et al., 2010)

2.37 GPa
2.37 GPa

NA

NA

0.49

1.04
1.04

(Taylor & Ford,
2009)

Brain

NA

NA

Hyperviscoelastic

0.49

1.04

(Gu et al., 2012)

White matter
Grey matter

NA

G0
G∞
0.01 0.002
0.0125 0.0025

NA

NA

NA

(L. Zhang et al.,
2013)

Material

Bulk
Modulus

Brain

2.19 MPa

White matter
Grey matter

1.7.2 Experimental measurement of the mechanical properties of the brain:
The mechanical properties of the material are commonly characterized by their modulus, such as bulk
modulus, Young’s modulus and dynamic modulus. However, in the characterization of a material such
as soft biological tissues, factors like frequency, temperature and strain rate will have severe effect on
the results. For example Figure 1-13 adapted from Tamura et al. (Tamura et al., 2008) shows changes
in Young’s modulus in porcine brain, by increasing the strain rate and strain range. This graph clearly
shows the sensitivity of the porcine brain tissue to both strain rate and strain range. By increasing strain
rate and strain range the material becomes stiffer.

Strain range:
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20-30%
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Young Modulus (KPa)
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Strain rate 1/S
Figure 1-13: Young’s modulus VS strain rate (adapted from Tamura at al (Tamura et al., 2008))
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Figure 1-14 adapted from Zhang et al. (Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011) shows the relation between tangent
modulus (which is equivalent to the Young’s modulus) and strain range. By increasing the strain range
Young’s modules increased. These results also indicate that temperature will have significant effect on

tangant modules equivalent to Young's
modulus (KPa)

the mechanical properties of the brain tissue.
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Figure 1-14: Tangent modulus VS Strain level (adapted from Zhang et al. (Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011))

Figure 1-15 adapted from Samuel et al. (Samuel et al., 2004) shows changes in the Young’s modulus
by increasing frequency. This experiment was performed on lamb’s brain at the strain rate of 0.1 MHz
and 10 MHz. It can be seen that by increasing the frequency Young’s modulus increases. Also
Figure 1-16 adapted from Nicolle et al. (Nicolle et al., 2005) shows changes in the storage modulus and
loss modulus in the porcine brain with the respect to frequency. As can be seen from Figure 1-15 and
Figure 1-16 the mechanical properties of the brain changes with frequency (or timescale).
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Figure 1-15: Young’s modulus VS frequency (adapted from Samuel et al. (Samuel et al., 2004))
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Figure 1-16: Dynamic modulus VS frequency (adapted from Nicolle et al. (Nicolle et al., 2005))

Figure 1-17 adapted from Pervin et al. (Pervin & Chen, 2011) shows that stress increases by increasing
the strain rate from 1000 s-1 to 3000 s-1.
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Figure 1-17: Stress VS strain rate (adapted from Pervin et al. (Pervin & Chen, 2011))

Given all the earlier information it is clear that mechanical properties of the brain tissue are very
sensitive to frequency, strain rate (level). More detailed information on different mechanical properties
of the brain reported in the literature are given in chapter 1.7.3.

1.7.3 Summary of reported mechanical properties of the brain:
A study was performed by Miller and Chinzei (Miller et al., 2002) on porcine brain at the strain rate of
0.64 and 0.64×10-2 s-1 at strains up to 30% . Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 30 mm and height
of 10 mm were preserved in saline at 5° C. They reported that the behaviour of the brain is nonlinear
and there is a strong dependency between stresses and strain rate. They proposed a new hyperviscoelastic model, which performed well in compression and extension up to 30% strain. Also they
noted that stiffer response can be found in the tissue by increasing the strain rate.
In the study by Samuel et al. (Samuel et al., 2004) fresh lambs brain was used to measure the high
frequency properties of brain tissues using the ‘‘wave-in-a-tube’’ (Samuel et al., 2004) method. Brain
tissues were tested at frequencies of 100 kHz up to 10 MHz at very low strain rate. Samples with
diameter of the 12.7 mm were used at the same day as brain was removed from the skull. All samples
were tested at the temperature of 25-27° C .They reported that complex ‘‘bulk modulus is fairly constant
(2133 MPa) with the respect to the frequency’’. Complex shear and Young’s modulus are varied with
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frequency. They found that Poisson ratio for white matter ranged from 0.467 at 100 kHz to 0.415 at 10
MHz and Young’s modulus ranged from 422.1 MPa to 1153 MPa and complex shear modulus ranged
from 143.9 MPa to 412.4 MPa (Samuel et al., 2004).
Samples of porcine brain were used by Nicolle et al. (Nicolle et al., 2005) to study the shear modulus
of brain tissue using an original custom-designed oscillatory shear device. Samples were cut from the
white matter into cylindrical shapes with diameter of 10 and 20 mm and a height of 2.5 mm. Samples
were preserved in Ringer-lactate solution at 6 ° C. The result showed that the dynamic modulus of the
brain tissue began to decrease for an applied strain value between 1 to 2%. Oscillatory tests were
repeated on one sample after 24 hours and no significant difference was observed. ‘’Storage and loss
moduli ranged from 2.1 to 16.8 kPa and 0.4 to 18.7 kPa respectively between 0.1 and 6310 Hz ’’. They
reported that a full non-linear model must be used for addressing the brain injury as the brain tissues
are mechanically fragile and it has a very low limit of linearity.
Mechanical properties of the porcine brain at large shear deformation was characterized by Hrapko et
al. (M. Hrapko et al., 2006). Porcine brain was kept in ice cold saline solution for two hours and then
white matter was cut into cylindrical samples with a diameter of 7-10 mm and height of 1-3 mm. An
ARES rotational rheometer with a 10GM RFT transducer with plate-plate configuration was used to
determine the properties of the material. All samples were tested at 37° C. They reported that linear
behaviour of the material occurs at strain rates of less than 0.01. Also the recovery time is 10 times
more than loading time, which can be one of the reasons for the non-linear behaviour of the material.
Mechanical properties of the porcine brain have been characterised by Tamura et al. (Tamura et al.,
2008) using tensile tests at strain rates of 0.9 to 25 s-1 with strain levels of 15 to 50%. Brain tissues were
tested as bulk material consisting of grey matter and white matter. Samples were cylindrical with height
and diameter of 14 mm and preserved at -20 ° C one hour before the test. They also reported that
mechanical properties of the brain tissues are strongly dependent on the strain rate. The elastic modulus
were reported to be 4.2, 7.7, and 18.6 kPa for strain rates of 0.9, 4.3, and 25 s-1 respectively.
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Dynamic response of bovine grey and white matter under compression has been characterized by Pervin
and Chen (Pervin et al., 2009). A modified split Hopkinson pressure bar was used at this study to find
the mechanical properties of the soft tissue at the strain rate ranging from 0.01 to 3000 s-1. Bovine brains
were preserved in artificial cerebrospinal fluid at the temperature of 37 °C and all the experiments were
performed less than four hours post-mortem. They reported significant rate dependency on both grey
matter and white matter essentially for the strain rate above 100 s-1. On increasing the strain rate, the
material becomes stiffer even in the quasi-static range.
The effect of the gender and species on the mechanical properties of the brain has been characterized
by Pervin and Chen (Pervin & Chen, 2011). A conventional material testing machine (MTS 810) and a
Kolsky bar were used for quasi-static and high strain rate experiments respectively. The experimental
setup and size of the samples were the same for both sets of experiments. Samples of bovine, porcine
and caprine were kept in artificial cerebrospinal fluid at the temperature of 37 °C. Cylindrical samples
from white matter and grey matter with the diameter of 10 mm and height of 1.7 mm were cut from one
hemisphere of the brain and a hole with a diameter of 4.7 mm was punched at the centre of each sample
before the experiment. They reported significant rate dependency on mechanical properties of the brain
in all three species. At 15% strain and strain rate of 1000 s-1, stress were 30, 35, 38 kPa and for the strain
rate of 0.01 s-1 stress was below 0.5 kPa. This shows that the stress values at quasi-static strain rates are
two order of magnitude lower than the corresponding dynamic stress value. At the strain level of 30%
with the strain rate of 3000 s-1, stress values were 5.5 and 2.7 times for the 1000 s-1 and 2000 s-1 strain
rate respectively. Moreover, no significant differences were observed in grey and white matters between
different species and gender (Pervin & Chen, 2011).
In the study by Zhang et al. (Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011) a Hopkinson pressure bar was used to
determine mechanical properties of the porcine bran. Porcine brain was cut in to 2 mm thick samples
and divided in two groups. The first group was preserved in ice, and second group was warmed to 37 °C
before the commencement of any tests. The mean strain rate was reported to be 2487 ± 72 s −1 .The
results showed significant difference between the first and second groups. The second group
demonstrated stiffer response than the first group. Engineering stress for the first group were 8.4, 124.7,
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436.4, and 995.9 kPa at the strain rate of 10%, 30%, 50%, and 70%. Engineering stress for the second
group were 29.1, 351.1, 117.2 and 2394.4 kPa. They reported that stress level rises by increasing the
strain level in both groups (Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011).
High rate bulk and shear response of the brain has been studied by Nie et al. (Nie et al., 2012). A
modified Kolsky compression bar with aluminium confinement collar was used to measure uniaxial
strain (bulk response) and a Kolsky torsion bar was used to determined dynamic shear response of the
bovine brain at the strain rate of 0.01-700 s -1. Bovine brain was kept at 37 ° C in artificial cerebrospinal
fluid. Cylindrical samples were cut from the brain with a diameter of 19 mm and height of 1.7 mm and
a hole with a diameter of 14 mm was cut through the centre of the sample to create a ring for the test.
They reported the dynamic bulk modulus is in the range of 1.68-2.33 GPa, close to the low rate values
reported in the literature. The shear response is sensitive to the strain rate. The shear moduli with less
than 5% shear strain are 5.9, 10.4, and 53.5 kPa for the strain rate of 0.01 s -1, 1 s -1 and 700 s -1.
Fresh porcine brain was used by Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2012) to determine the mechanical
properties of the brain tissues using compression tests at 30, 60, 90 s

-1

strain rate in up to 30% strain.

They reported at the compressive stress at 30% strain were 8.83, 12.8, 3.10 kPa at the strain rate of 30,
60, 90 s -1. They also performed numerical calculations to estimate the initial shear modulus by using a
one term Ogden model. Initial shear modulus were 6.06, 9.44 and 12.64 kPa for 30, 60, 90 s

-1

strain

rate respectively. This results indicate rate dependency of the brain tissues and also shows that the brain
exhibits stiffer response as the strain rate increases, indicating that hyperelastic models are not adequate
for modelling high strain deformation of the brain (Rashid et al., 2012).

1.8

A review on ballistic impacts in simulants:

Fackler and Malinowski (1985) investigated the effect of different types of bullet on tissue using
ballistic gelatine at 4°C with a concentration of 10% by weight of gelatine in water. They suggested
that the shock wave did not cause substantial displacement or damage to the tissue and they noted that
using a soft-nosed bullet can cause more damage as the bullet can expand up to 3 times of its original
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diameter. Bullet fragmentation can also cause more damage as after impact the bullet can separate into
several fragments.
Farjo et al. (1997), reviewed the literature on failure properties of human tissues and performed
experiments on gelatine. Their work concluded that there were many important factors, which had an
effect on the failure of tissue such as sonic waves, the temporary cavity, and the permanent cavity. All
of these phenomena were influenced by the velocity and mass of the bullet. They noted that the damage
caused depends on the bullet energy deposited, bullet rotation as it travels through the material, and
bullet fragmentation.
In a study by Bradshaw and Ivarsson (2001), silicone gel (Sylgard 527) was used for cerebrum, liquid
paraffin was used to simulate cerebrospinal fluid, and the sulci were modelled by 200μm thickness low
density polyethylene sheet. The study used marker points to observe the motion of each section. The
authors reported that the deceleration phase can be considered as equivalent to a second impact at the
opposite side.
Temporary cavity pulsation caused by .25 calibre and 9 mm bullets was studied by Zhang et al.
(Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2005) using silicone gel (Sylgard 527) with five pressure sensors and a high
speed camera. The absorption of projectile kinetic energy (Ek) by the target for the .25 calibre bullet
was 45.2 J and for the 9 mm calibre was 283.7 J. They reported that temporary cavity created by a 9
mm projectile was 1.5 times larger in size than that caused by a .25 calibre bullet. They also reported
that the pressure in the central region of the model was higher than that in the surrounding regions by
at least 1.4 times for the .25 calibre and 1.6 times for 9 mm bullet.
A skin-skull-brain model was studied by Thali et al. (2002). An artificial skin was built with an outer
layer of silicone, and silicone with synthetic fibres was used to simulate the fat and collagen of the
scalp. Layers of polyurethane and latex were used to simulate skull and elastic latex was used to
illustrate fragmentation of bone after impact. Thali et al. (2002) used 10% gelatine as a brain simulant.
They reported that the model of the fragmentation of the bone and damage of the skin substitutes
compared well with morphology seen in real cases.
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Zhang et al. (2007) studied the formation of the temporary cavity and wounding using acrylic globes
with a wall thickness of 2 mm for the skull and 10 % concentration of silicone gel (Sylgard 527) and
gelatine in different experiments for the brain. Four pressure sensors were used to analyse the pressure
distribution. The dynamics of the temporary cavity was reported to differ between the silicone and
gelatine models. In the gelatine model, the diameter of the temporary cavity at the entry remained
constant for a period after projectile exit and its entry and exit size were similar. In the silicone model
however, the size of the temporary cavity at entry decreased after projectile exit, and the maximum
diameter of the temporary cavity at the exit increased to a size larger than at entry. Peak entry pressure
was higher than peak exit pressure in the gelatine model but in the silicone model entry pressure was
lower than exit pressure.

1.9

Ballistic gelatine:

1.9.1 Review of preparation of the ballistic gelatine
Ballistic gelatine is the most commonly used material as a simulant for soft tissue (Martin L. Fackler et
al., 1988; M. L. Fackler et al., 1988; M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985; Jussila, 2004; Jorma Jussila et
al., 2005; J. Jussila et al., 2005; Korac, 2001; Nicolas et al., 2004; C. W. A. Schyma, 2010; Jiangyue
Zhang et al., 2005; L. Zhang et al., 2013). Mechanical properties of the gelatine has been studied since
1921 by Sheppard et al (Sheppard et al., 1921) . However applying the mechanical properties of the
gelatine for assessing the wound damage is not practical. Thus more qualitative and quantitative
experiments were performed in field of study. The main differences in preparation of the ballistic
gelatine can be divided in three sections; concentration of the gelatine, temperature of the mixing and
temperature of the block of the gelatine during the experiment. Several examples of variety in the
method of preparation and temperature can be found in the review by Jussila (Jussila, 2004). Bowyer
et al. (Bowyer et al., 1996) used 20% concentration of gelatine at the temperature of 24 °C. In the work
by Berlin et al. (Berlin et al., 1983) they used distilled water at 85-90° mixed with the 20% concentration
of the gelatine, they kept the material for 72 hours in the refrigerator and during the experiment
temperature of the sample was 20 °C. Ragsdale and Josselson (Ragsdale et al., 1988) used 20%
concentration of the gelatine, mixed with the water at the temperature of 85 °C, the samples had the
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temperature of 4 °C at the moment of experiment. 10% w/w concentration of the was used by Fackler
and Malinowski they warmed up the solution up to 40 °C and kept in the refrigerator at 4 °C. Jussila
(Jussila, 2004) also reported that Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) used gelatine with 10%
concentration mixed with the water at 60° C and kept it for at least 36 hours at 4 °C prior to the
experiment. The effect of different gelatine batches, acidity of the water and temperature of the water
into the penetration depth of the gelatine has been studied by Jussila (Jussila, 2004). They reported that
acidity of the water used for preparation of the samples does not have a significant effect on the
penetration depth of the projectile. Also they reported that there is no significant difference between
gelatine batches which were stored for three years in a dark, dry, and formaldehyde free room and fresh
samples. By changing the temperature and concentration of the gelatine it is possible to change the
properties of the material. By decreasing the temperature the material becomes stiffer. Also increasing
the concentration of the material will increase the stiffness of the sample (Jussila, 2004). Therefore, the
temperature of the preparation of the gelatine solution in this study was kept at 55 °C, and the effect
concentration was tested and will be discussed in detail in the material and equipment chapter 2.
Although10% gelatine has been validated against porcine muscle tissue, the validity of 10% gelatine as
brain simulant is still questionable. Thus, in this study several sets of experiment were performed to test
the performance of 10% gelatine as a brain simulant.

1.9.2 Methods for assessing the size of temporary cavity
Fackler and Malinowski (M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985) proposed a visual method for quantifying
gunshot wound components. They used a 10% gelatine block, which was kept at 4 °C with the
dimension of 25×25×50 cm. They present their results in the form of wound profile. They reported that
the damage caused by temporary cavity is less visible in muscle compared to the gelatine. Finding the
bullet fragments in radial splits is difficult. Gelatine samples are not capable of reproducing the same
form of the damage caused by fragments of the bullet. X-rays of each sample were taken to find the
fragments and map of the location of the fragments. The blocks of gelatine were sliced to find the radius
of two largest cracks for estimating the size of temporary cavity. (M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985).
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Jussila (Jussila, 2005) compared three different methods of assessing the wound channel. The Fissure
Surface Area (FSA), Total Crack Length Method (TCLM) (Ragsdale & Josselson, 1988) and Wound
Profile Method (WPM) were compared (M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985). For all the methods
gelatine samples were cut into 50 mm slices. They reported that in order to have an accurate result from
FSA and TCLM, blocks of the material must be cut into smaller slices, however, this is not possible
due to the nature of the materials. As such they suggested that WPM is the fastest and most accurate
way of assessing the wound channel.
In the study by Bolliger et al. (Bolliger et al., 2010) they used TCLM to characterize the wound channel.
They cut the material into 2.5 mm slices and used CT scanning to determine the crack lengths. The
advantage of using the CT scan is that it is possible to reconstruct very thin slices as it is not possible
to cut the gelatine in very small slices due to its consistency. They suggested using CT-TCLM will give
more accurate results and it can be stored indefinitely.
Schyma and Madea (Schyma et al., 2012) cut a block of 10% gelatine into 10 mm slices and scanned it
with a 300dpi flat screen scanner. They compared all different methods available in the literature for
analysing the wound characteristic such as:
1. The longest tear in each slice or maximum radius.
2. Two longest cracks (WPM).
3. The three longest cracks.
4. Sum of the length of all the cracks in each slice (TCLM).
5. Polygon fit by connecting end of the cracks (Polygon procedure).
6. The area of the polygon.
They reported that all these methods can be used to evaluate the energy transfer in to the gelatine. The
gelatine samples cannot reproduce the same extension of the temporary cavity as living tissue. However,
the experiment in gelatine is reproducible and energy transfer and destruction is measurable (Schyma
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& Madea, 2012). As can be seen, there are variety of methods for assessing the wound track. However,
from the comprehensive review by Schyma and Madea (Schyma & Madea, 2012) all the methods are
accurate enough to be used for evaluation of the damage of the projectile into the gelatine samples. Of
all of the above methods, maximum radius and the area of the polygon methods are the best methods to
determine the wound track in brain samples as in the brain samples it is not possible to define cracks
clearly. More information about the wound channel and form of the damage in the brain tissue can be
found in Chapter 5.

1.10 Structure of this thesis


Chapter two, Equipment and Methodology. The aim of this section is to introduce different
equipment and materials used in different sets of experiments of this study. General information
about different firing range used in this study will be provided. Moreover, it includes general
information of properties and models of cameras, light and laser used in this study. Also
mechanism of generation of the particles used for flow visualisation will be discussed. Method
of preparation of different simulants used in this study is also discussed.



Chapter three, Development of a new brain simulant. This chapter describes a series of
experimental methods for comparison of the different simulants against ovine and bovine
brains. In this study, the effect of the preservation time and temperature of ovine brain on the
form of the fragmentation and kinetic energy loss by the projectile have been investigated
using .22 AR. The results of this comparison shows that there are no substantial differences
between chilled and fresh ovine brains. Also, different combinations of the new brain simulant
have been compared with ovine brain and best materials have been chosen for further
investigation with 9 mm and .22 LR. The results of development of the experimental method
shows that it is desirable to use a bigger sample size for higher kinetic energy experiments.
Thus bovine brain has been used instead of ovine brain in subsequent experiments performed
with 9 mm and .22LR. Experiments with 9 mm .22 LR projectiles were performed to acquire
data more relevant to gunshot fatalities.
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Chapter four, Experimental investigation of the mechanical properties of brain simulants
used for cranial gunshot simulation. This chapter provides an experimental method that is
used for comparison of the brain simulant with bovine brain. Expansion rate, velocity of the
extruded material and repeatability of the experiments were investigated. Experiments were
performed with .22 LR and .22 AR on 3, 5, with 10% gelatine and M1 and finally they were all
compared with bovine brain.



Chapter 5, Stopping distance, form and size of the permanent cavity in simulant and
bovine brain. This chapter provides a method for comparison of the stopping distance and form
of the damage in the block of the bovine brain as well as different simulants. The effect of the
boundary condition on the form of the damage have been considered. Form of the damage and
area of the permanent wound cavity have been compared in different Formulations of the
composite materials with the bovine brain.



Chapter 6, Feature tracking to estimate the velocity of air ejected from the temporary
cavity during gunshot wounding. This chapter provides an experimental method for
measuring the velocity of the indrawn and ejected air at the moment of the formation and
collapse of the temporary cavity. Two methods for generation of the particle have been
investigated. Also, a mechanism for generating a laminar flow of the fog has been designed
and built. The accuracy of the velocity measurements were calculated by measuring the
dimension of the particles and calculation of the Stokes number.



Chapter seven, Visualization of the air ejected from the temporary cavity in brain and
tissue simulants during gunshot wounding. This chapter provides a method for air flow
visualisation in front of the wound cavity using laminar flow of the fog with conjunction with
front and backlighting. Series of experiments were performed on 3, 5, 10%, M1, bovine and
ovine heads using 9 mm projectiles.



Chapter eight, Conclusion and Future Work. This chapter provides overall conclusion of all
chapters of this thesis and also provides some future works.
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2

Equipment and Methodology
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2.1

Firing Range

2.1.1 University of Canterbury Firing Range
Testing different simulants requires a method of subjecting samples to the high strain rates, which occur
in gunshot injuries. So, is impractical to use captive-bolt impact systems as it is difficult to engineer
captive-bolt impact systems to achieve the required velocity. However, firearm experiments must be
performed by a licensed handgun owner on a firearms range, which is expensive and very time
consuming. As such a unique firing rage using a high muzzle velocity air rifle has been designed and
manufactured to understand the behaviour of the materials during impact. This firing range is used to
analyse the dynamic behaviour of different simulants upon impact.
The firing range and its safety mechanism are shown in Figure 2-1. Most of the materials used in the
structure were medium density fibreboard (MDF), which are connected to a steel frame table. The rifle
is aligned with target and is kept in a fixed position on two holders, which are made out of aluminium
blocks. The holders were bolted to the structure. Each holder has two holes on the top. After placing
the gun into the holder four bolts and nuts combination are used to keep the gun in fixed positions
(Figure 2-1.1). The backstop is a box made of MDF with four different layers of materials, which are
separated by sheets of steel (Figure 2-1.2). The first two layers are filled with paper (telephone
directories) and the last two layers are filled with sand. The edge of each steel sheet has been bent to
keep the projectile within the box. To avoid any accidents, two safety switches have been mounted at
the front and top doors (Figure 2-1.3). Safety switches are connected to the safety lock (Figure 2-1.4),
which blocks the trigger of the gun with an electromagnet. This interlocks the system and can prevent
firing until the operator is at a safe distance. After each ten tests, the back stop must be checked and the
paper must be replaced. Moreover, the level of the gun must be checked prior to each test.
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Figure 2-1: Firing range, 1- Holder 2- Back stop 3- safety switch 4- safety lock 5- barrel holder

This firing range is designed to be modified to specific types of experiment such as air flow visualization
with the laser, form of the fragmentation and stopping distance.

2.1.2 ESR Firearms Testing Laboratory (Auckland & Dunedin Pistol Clubs)
As mentioned earlier a comparison should be made on the results obtained from high velocity and low
kinetic energy projectiles with high velocity and high kinetic energy projectiles. Thus, different type of
experiments were performed at Otago Pistol Club as well as Firearms Testing Laboratory at Auckland.
Otago Pistol Club is an open area for shooting training purposes. However, working in an open air
laboratory has several disadvantage such as weather condition, safety procedure and uncontrolled
lighting. The ESR Firearms Testing Laboratory is a 25 m indoor secure firing range at the ESR Mt.
Albert Science Centre, which can be used for ballistic experiments. This firing range is equipped with
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noise absorbing walls and also has a ballistics tank, which can be used for bullet recovery. Guns can be
clamped to the bench and all the experimental setup can remain untouched for the following day. The
experimental setup used in each firing range will be discussed in details for each experiment separately.

2.2

High Speed Camera and Image Processing:

It is possible to record detailed images of the very fast event in the short period of time using highspeed digital imaging (Kabaliuk, 2014) . However, it is possible to identify and measure the velocity of
the object if the correct lighting set up is provided (Thoroddsen et al., 2008).
One of the simplest and most efficient methods of imaging is the backlighting. With this technique it is
possible to identify and object with sufficient contrast in the image. The object blocks the light, which
is coming towards the camera and creates a dark area on the recorded image (Kabaliuk, 2014). One of
the advantages of using the backlighting technique is its light requirement, which is less compared to
that of the usual front lighting. For two main reasons LED lights (see section 2.3) and backlighting
technique were selected in this study. First, to have the best contrast of the object and second, to
minimize the light sources as the light will generate heat, which can have effects on the results of the
experiment.
Two Photron high speed-cameras, SA1 and SA5 (Figure 2-2) were used in this study. This gave us an
opportunity to record high resolution images at high frame rate from different type of experiments
performed in this research. Specification of the cameras can be found in Table 2-1.

Figure 2-2: Photron SA1 (left) and Photron SA5 (right)
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Table 2-1: Specification of the high-speed cameras

Camera

Sensor

Resolution, pixels

Frame rate, fps

Photron SA1
Photron SA5

CMOS colour
CMOS colour

Max 1024×1024
Max 1024×1024

Max 67500
Max 77500

Exposure time
µs
From 1
From 1

Several essential factors must be considered to capture a good quality image. The first factor is exposure
time (or shutter speed), which is controlled from the operating software Photron FASTCAM Viewer
(PFV). Exposure time is the time, when cameras sensor are exposed to the available light. As such it is
possible to capture sharp clear images by choosing the right exposure time.
The second factor is the frame rate, which also can be controlled by PFV software. Frame rate will
have major effect on the resolution of the Photron cameras. For example, by increasing the frame rate,
the resolution of the image decreases (Cameras, 2014). Therefore, it is important to choose the field of
view and an appropriate frame rate to obtain a better quality image. A reduction in resolution can have
substantial effects on the quality of the image and it will increase the level of the noise, which will have
direct influence on the error during the image processing.
The last factor is the F-number, which is the ratio of entrance pupil diameter to the focal length of the
lens. Changing the aperture will change the amount of the light exposed to the camera’s sensor. The
smaller is the aperture the larger is F-number. So, an appropriate F-number must be selected to avoid
the over exposure of the light, which depends experimental setup. Also there is a direct connection
between the resolution of the image and frame rate of the camera Thus, for each specific experimental
setup, different lighting and camera setup are required. The experimental set up for each set of
experiments is discussed in the corresponding chapter.

2.3

LED Lights:

In order to have a uniform and high intensity light for high speed imaging a series of LED lights were
designed and manufactured at the Mechanical Engineering workshop at the University of Canterbury.
Eight Bridgelux BXRA-C8000 and four Bridgelux BXRA-C10000 series were mounted on a heat sink
to avoid the overheat of the lights. Each LED had a medium parabolic reflector and was powered by a
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Meanwell HLG series constant current power supply. The BXRA-C8000 and BXRA-C10000 were
capable of generating cool white colour temperature with 7,900 and 10,000 lm respectively. Also, a
sandblasted PMMA sheet was placed in front of the LED lights to produce a homogeneous distribution
of the light.

Figure 2-3: LED lights 5000 lm (left) and 10000 lm (right)

2.4

Particles Generation:

In order to visualize the air motion in front of the wound cavity it is necessary to seed the air with
particles. The seeding particles must be small enough to follow the air with sufficient accuracy and also
they must be big enough to scatter an adequate amount of light. A fundamental discussion of the
properties of the particle can be found in the work by Melling (Melling, 1997). Two methods used in
this study to generate particles: first water droplets with Laskin nozzles and second propylene glycol
generated by a Rave fog generator AF1214.

2.4.1 Generation of Water Particles:
Water particles with a diameter of less than one micron were generated by the Laskin process as shown
in Figure 2-4. Air was injected at a gauge pressure of 800 kPa through five Laskin nozzles. To limit the
size of the particles, an exit pipe with internal diameter 100 mm was installed with its intake a height
of 200 mm above the water level and with a length of 500 mm. The pipe was connected to a closed
PMMA box, which housed the sample to be shot. To limit the velocity of the particles, the generator
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was turned off 30 seconds before the shot was fired. Particle motion was monitored on a live camera
feed and the shot was fired after the particles began to move unidirectionally down, settling under
gravity.

Figure 2-4: Schematic of water droplet generation

This method enabled us to generate water particles with the diameter of one micron. Procedure and
measurement method of the diameter of the particle can be found in section 2.4.3. However, using one
micron particles in this study was not possible as they were not bright enough, due to shortcomings with
the available light source. So, it was necessary to generate bigger particles, which can scatter sufficient
amount of light for high-speed imaging.
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2.4.2

Generation of a Laminar Flow of Fog.

A new laminar flow generator have been design and manufacture at the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of University of Canterbury in order to have a more uniform and controlled flow of
particles. Figure 2-5 shows the set up used to generate a laminar flow of smoke with a constant velocity.
The smoke generator was connected to a reservoir box with a heat resistant tube. A 1.5 W computer
cooling fan was installed at the output of the reservoir to accelerate the particles with a velocity of ~1
m/s along the pipe to the open section. A suction nozzle was installed 200 mm from the tip of the pipe
to create a narrow jet of smoke in front of the entry wound location on the sample. To return the smoke
back to the reservoir a 2 W fan was installed at the end of the nozzle.

Figure 2-5: Setup for generation laminar flow of fog
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2.4.3 Measurement of Properties of Propylene Glycol Particle:
It is possible assess the ability of the particle to follow the air by calculating the Stokes number (Stk)
[59]. The Stk is a dimensionless number and is a ratio of viscous forces acting on the particle to the
particles momentum. For Stk >> 1, particles will flow the path of the air in a straight line as the direction
of the air changes. For accurate measurement of the flow the Stk of the particles must be less than 0.1.
This indicates that ‘‘that the viscous forces on the particles dominate particle momentum and the error
induced by particle inertia is less than 0.7%’’.
Dimension of the particles were measured using a DANTEC flowSense 2M PIV Camera with 50 mm
lens and 300 mm of extension tube. Specification of the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) camera can
be found in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: PIV camera specifications

Specifications
Sensor type
Sensing area (mm)
Cell size (µm)
Effective pixels
Maximum frame rate (frames/sec)

DANTEC FlowSense 2M
CCD progressive scan monochrome
11.8 × 8.9
7.4 × 7.4
1608 × 1208
17.17

Particles were illuminated by laser 120mJ per pulse New Wave Solo120XT PIV laser. Experimental
setup is shown in Figure 2-6. Laser beam was guided to the lens combination setup using DANTEC
DYNAMIC laser arm. A beam stop box was installed around the working space to prevent the direct
exposure of the laser beam to the laboratory. A Rave fog generator AF1214 was used to generate the
propylene glycol particles.
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Figure 2-6: Experimental setup for measuring dimension of the particles

An image of the wire with the diameter of 0.4 mm was taken using the back lighting. The photo of the
wire was used as a scale for calibration. Image was converted to grey style in MATLAB™ to decrease
the uncertainty of measurement. Figure 2-7 shows the image taken for calibration. Diameter of the wire
was 760 pixels measured by PFV Fastcam viewer software by counting the pixels between the two cross
lines shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Photo of 0.4mm wire for calibration

Figure 2-8 shows the image of the smoke particles captured by PIV camera. The diameters of the
particles were between one to 3 pixels. This shows the actual dimension of the particles is less than 1.6
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µ. Knowing the dimension of the particles, it is possible to assess the accuracy of the velocity
measurement.

Figure 2-8: Image of the smoke particles

In order to find the accuracy of the velocity measurement, Equation 11 was used to calculate the Stk.
Properties of the particles can be found in Table 2-3.

S𝐭𝐤 =

(𝝆𝒑 𝒅𝒑 𝟐 )𝑼𝑪𝟎
𝟏𝟖𝝁𝑹

Equation 11

Table 2-3: Properties of the water and propylene glycol

Variables
𝜌𝑝 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3

water
999.97

Propylene glycol
1040

𝜇 = 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑘𝑔/𝑚. 𝑠
𝐷𝑝 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑚
𝑈0 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟 m/s
𝑑0 = 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑚
Stokes number

18.1 × 10−6
1 × 10−6
100
0.00558 - 0.009
0.005 - 0.003

18.1 × 10−6
1.6 × 10−6
100
0.00558-0.009
0.01- 0.09

The Stk for a 1.6 micron Propylene glycol particle for air rifle experiment was 0.01, and for 9 mm
projectile was 0.09. Assuming that the radius of curvature in each test was the diameter of the projectile.
This shows that dimension of the particles are met the criterion for effective tracking of the air motion
(Dring, 1982). It must be noted that the water particles were not big enough to scatter sufficient amount
of the light for high speed imaging. Thus, the Propylene glycol particles were used as a tracer particles.
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2.4.4 Laser Sheet Alignment:
The accuracy of the velocity measurement in front of the wound cavity can improve compared to the
backlighting, by having a high intensity light source parallel to the camera lens and perpendicular to the
bullets path. With this setup it was possible to ensure that the movement of the particles are parallel to
the camera. Therefore, a Coherent Innova 70 argon-ion laser with 4 W output power in multiline mode
was used to generate a laser beam with a thickness of 5 mm (Figure 2-9.2). An adjustable angled mirror
(Figure 2-9.3) was used to change the direction of the laser beam from horizontal to vertical. In the
vertical direction, a combination of two convex lenses with the Keplerian arrangement have been used
to reduce the thickness of the beam from 5 mm to 2 mm (Figure 2-9.4). A plano-concave lens was used
to convert the beam into a light sheet.

Figure 2-9: 1- Gun 2- Laser 3- Mirror 4- Lens combination 5- Sample

The above design enabled us to create a laser light sheet in front of the entrance hole of the sample. The
laser light sheet then was used for illumination of the particles and feature tracking (see chapter 6).
Laser related experiments were performed at the air rifle firing range at the University of Canterbury.

2.5

Guns and Projectiles

Properties of the guns and projectiles used in this study are shown in Table 2-4. In order to increase the
accuracy of the experiments one type of ammunition (Webley® .22 round nose diabolo projectile) was
used in all the experiments. Fifty air rifle projectiles were weighted using a Sartorius balance model
ED12S with an accuracy of ± 0.1 mg to define the mean mass of the projectile. Results of the
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measurements show that the mass of the projectile can be assumed to be 1g with a standard deviation
of ± 0.0063g. The mass of the .22LR (solid lead projectile American Eagle) and hand gun bullet
(9×19mm Parabellum American Eagle) were taken from the manufactures manual.
[64, 65]. The velocity measurement and calibration procedure are discussed for each type of experiment
separately.
Table 2-4: Properties of the guns and projectile

Type of gun mode

Type of projectile

Mass of projectile

velocity

Air rifle .22 Gamo rabbit hunter

round nose diabolo

1g

290 m/s ± 5%

Long rifle .22 semi-automatic

solid lead

2.59 g

330 m/s ± 5%

Hand gun (Glock Semi-automatic model 17)

full metal jacket

7.45g

379 m/s ± 5%

2.6

Density measurement.

As mentioned earlier one of the important parameter in validating a simulant in the literature is the
density of the material. In order to analyse the effect of the density to the failure behaviour of the
material upon impact it is desired to know the density of the materials. A METTLER TOLEDO density
kit has been used to determine the density of the different percentage of the gelatine, bovine brain and
new simulants. This kit works with the buoyancy method. The density of the material is determined
using known density of the liquid, which is water (1000 kg/m3) in this case. Materials were weighed in
air and then in the water. Density ρ can be determined using two measured mass by using equation 12.

𝑨

𝝆 = 𝑨−𝑩 (𝝆𝟎 − 𝝆𝑳 ) + 𝝆𝑳
Where:
𝜌 = density of the sample
A= Mass of the sample
B= Mass of the sample in the liquid
𝜌0 = density of the liquid
𝜌𝐿 = density of the air (1.2 kg/m3)

Equation 9
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Table 2-5 shows the density of different materials. As it can be seen increasing the percentage of the
gelatine did not have substantial effect on the density as all the materials have the approximately the
same density as water ≈ 1000 kg/m3 except M1.
Table 2-5: Density of different materials used in this study

Material
3% gelatine
5% gelatine
10% gelatine
M1
Bovine brain

2.7

Density (kg/m3) ±4×10-6
1009.17
1015.94
1027.33
1204.78
1040.43

Simulant preparation

In this section of the study methods of preparation of the gelatine and M1 will be discussed. Several
percentage of the gelatine and new material (M1) have been used as a simulant for human brain.

2.7.1 Gelatine:
Gelatine samples were made out of GELITA export 20 grade with a bloom number of 240-260. Bloom
number shows the strength of the gel. The higher the number the stiffer is the material. Gelatine with
the bloom number of 250 is used for ballistic experiment. For each percentage of the gelatine exact
amount of the gelatine was weighted using a commercial scale with accuracy of 1 g. Gelatine powder
was mixed with the 55 ºC warm water (w/w) and stirred until all particles dissolved. The solution was
kept in the refrigerator for 24 hours at the temperature of 4 ºC.

2.7.2 Preparation of the M1:
A new material M1 was developed in this research to replace the gelatine for ballistic impacts
experiment. M1 is a corn based material with more viscous properties compare to gelatine. It comprised
a solution of 60% glycerol, 40% W/W water, 10 g corn flour, 5 g talcum powder and 0.5 g carbon fibres
cut to 0.5cm lengths to make 100 g of solution. All ingredients except the carbon fibre were mixed in a
beaker. The mixture was warmed on a hot plate until the temperature reached 80 ºC, then the fibres
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were added and stirred quickly for another 3 minutes. The mixture was poured into a plastic container
and kept in the refrigerator for 24 hours before the experiment.

2.7.3 Casting Procedure of Bovine Brain:
In order to compare the form of the fragmentation from M1 and the bovine brain, it was necessary for
the simulant to have the same approximate shape. Fresh bovine brain was cast with dentistry alginate.
As the alginate has a fast setting time (less than 2 minutes) it was the best option to cast the fresh brain
to produce the mould for other simulants. As the shelf life of the alginate is very short and it is fragile,
using another material with a longer life shelf was essential. As shown in Figure 2-10:1 a model with
the dental stone was made from the alginate mould and another cast with silicone gel were taken from
the model of the brain shown in Figure 2-10 to produce more durable mould with long shelf life, which
can be used for a long time. This mould was used to create a brain shape M1.

Figure 2-10: 1- Dental stone model 2- Silicone mould 3- M1 in the shape of the bovine brain

2.8

Velocity and displacement measurement techniques

Calculating the velocity of a moving objects require to measure the displacement of an object over time.
In this study two techniques were used to measure the displacement and velocity of different parts of
the material during an impact. First one is using the Photron FASTCAM Viewer (PFV) software and
second one is a tracking code written in MATLAB™.
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Photron FASTCAM Viewer is an open source software provided by Photron High Speed Camera
Company. Using PFV it is possible to measure the displacement, knowing the frame rate it is possible
to calculate the velocity of the moving abject. Measurement procedure can be divided in three steps.
First step is to have a calibration image. Calibration image is an image of an object with the known
dimension. Knowing the dimension of the object in millimetre it is possible to calculate the size of each
pixel. In all of the experiments performed in this study diameter of the projectile was used for converting
the pixel to millimetre in each video. The dimension of the projectile is known to be 5.58 mm. Using
cross cursor mode in PFV software it is possible to count how many pixels are between two cursors.
Figure 2-11 shows an example of the calibration procedure performed on .22 round nose diabolo
projectile.

Figure 2-11: Calibration procedure

Second step is measuring the displacement of the moving object from the video. Figure 2-12 shows an
example of the displacement measurement with PFV software. Projectile moves from left to right. It is
possible to count the pixels between green and yellow cursor using cross cursor mode in PFV software.
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Figure 2-12: Displacement of the projectile

Third step is the velocity calculation. Knowing the frame rate of the video and displacement of the
object it is possible to calculate the velocity of the moving object using equation 13.

𝒗=

𝒅𝒙
𝒅𝒕

Equation 10

Where:
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑑𝑥 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜
A bullet tracking code was written in MATLAB™ (Mathworks, Natick, MA) to obtain the bullet
velocity before and after impact. The bullet boundary was obtained from each image and the centroid
was calculated for each boundary (Figure 2-13). The displacement of the centroid between frames was
calculated and combined with the time step to determine the velocity. The same procedure can be used
to calculate the velocity of different projectiles such as 9 mm, .22 LR and .22 AR.

Figure 2-13: (Left) Image of a bullet during experimentation. (Right) Bullet boundary and centroid tracked between
frames.
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This code also can be modified to measure the displacement of different surface of the material upon
impact. It must be noted that the dimension of each pixel must be entered to the code manually and also
the image must be converted to grey scale image.

2.9

Cutting platform

In order to measure the dimension of the permanent wound cavity it is desire to cut the materials into a
10 mm slices. Thus, a cutting platform was design to cut the materials with the consistent thickens.
Figure 2-14 shows the cutting platform and cutting blade used for slicing different materials. This
cutting platform is an aluminium block with the internal dimension of 95x95x430 mm. All along the
length of the block series of sluts with thickness of 2 mm and a gap of 10 mm in between has been
created using milling machine. Using this platform it was possible to cut different materials with a
consistent thickness.

Figure 2-14: Cutting platform
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3

Development of a new brain simulant
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3.1

Introduction

Much current knowledge about ballistic damage and the mechanism of wounding comes from research
performed with 10 or 20 % ballistic gelatine or Sylgard 527 silicone resin (Bolliger et al., 2010; M.
Fackler et al., 1984; M. L. Fackler & Malinovski, 1988; Jussila, 2004; J. Jussila et al., 2005; Kneubuehl
et al., 2012; Kwon et al., 2010; Rutty et al., 2008; Schyma & Madea, 2012; C. W. Schyma, 2010; Thali
et al., 2002; J. Zhang et al., 2007). The effect of the different layers of the head on the generation of
backspatter have not yet been studied in geometrically realistic models. Carr et al. (Carr et al., 2014)
showed that in model tests, the quantity of brain simulant material in the skull has a major effect on the
form of the fracture on the skull. To fully understand the formation of back spattered stains, and what
they can tell us, it is necessary to understand the form of the deformation of each layer of the head and
their effect on the formation of the backspatter. The focus of this study is developing a method for
validating a simulant which can be used for cranial gunshot reconstruction. Experiments performed on
ovine and bovine heads showed that brain would flow backward toward the firearm as a 9 mm projectile
penetrates into the animal’s head (the size of the entrance hole created by a projectile into the skull
being approximately the same size as the projectile) (see chapter 7). As such any good brain simulant
should also flow backward through the entrance hole in the skull after the intracranial pressure rises.
The diameter, shape and velocity of material extruded through the entrance wounds are important
factors.
This part of the study can be divided into four. First the effect of the preservation time when storing
brain before an experiment on the form of the fragmentation and kinetic energy, performed using a .22
air rifle (AR). This information is important to ensure that any comparisons to the brain used have
realistic in vivo characteristics. Second, development of a composite brain simulant that produces a
realistic form of fragmentation from a high kinetic energy projectile is then performed. This work
investigates the effect that varying the component materials has on the form of fragmentation and
diameter of the entry hole created by 9 mm full metal jacket and .22 Long rifle (LR) projectiles. The
third part investigates the velocity of the extruded material and kinetic energy loss and difficulties in
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the quantitative measurement performed using a 9 mm hand gun to qualitatively analyse the error that
can occur during experimental analysis. The aim of the fourth section of this work was to reduce the
error in data analysis by having a better controlled shape of the material. The velocity of the material
extruded backward and the form of the fragmentation were compared between bovine brain, a new
composite material, and different concentrations of gelatine.

3.2

Effect of storage temperature on experimental results (.22 AR).

In order to validate the brain simulant and to ensure in vivo conditions are matched as closely as
possible, it is necessary to have a source material for comparison which has material properties close to
human brain; such as brain from other large mammals. It is convenient to chill and store brain before it
is used, and several studies on the effect of the preservation time on the mechanical properties of the
brain (Nicolle et al., 2005; Rashid et al., 2013; Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011) and what changes occur. It
must be noted that in the study by Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2013) shows that brain tissues which were
preserved in ice cold temperature has the closest stiffness to in-vivo results. No study has yet addressed
the effect of the length of time the brain was preserved for and the preservation temperature on the form
of the fragmentation and kinetic energy loss of the projectiles.
Two sets of experiments were performed on ovine brain. The first was on fresh ovine brain with seven
ovine heads collected from a local butchery. The skull was removed carefully using a chisel and hammer
with the brain kept at room temperature at all times. Experiments were performed less than 5 hours
after slaughter and the temperature of the brain during the experiment was 19-20±1 °C. For the second
series of experiments, ovine brain was collected from the Middle Eastern Food Company (MEFCO1).
The experiment was performed 24 hours after the animals were slaughtered. The brain was kept at 1°
C, and was shot at this temperature. The brain mean mass of the 11 samples was 85 g. The kinetic
energy lost by the projectile, and the form of the fragmentation, were compared.

1

MEFCO, Acheron Drive, Christchurch, New Zealand
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3.2.1 Experimental setup
3-1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The experiment was performed at a temperature of 18
±1°C. Each sample was shot with a 1 ± 0.006 g, round nose diabolo projectile from a .22 air rifle, which
had a velocity of 290 m/s, Repeatability and uncertainty of the velocity calculation due to the pixelation
of the image and consequent uncertainty in position of the projectile gave an uncertainty in velocity of
 5%. Experiments was performed at the University of Canterbury firing range.

3-1: Experimental setup, 1- air rifle 2- LED 3-diffuser 4-sample 5-camera 6-containment box

Each sample was placed into a sample holder (Figure 3-2.1) with the internal dimensions of 70×50×40
mm. In order to save time for cleaning and replacing the sample, a frame box was designed. The sample
holder was slid into the frame box, and replaced by the new sample after each test (Figure 3-2.3). The
frame box was connected to an adjustable stand. The stand was designed so that the centre of the sample
could be aligned with the path of the bullet (Figure 3-2.2). This entire mechanism was installed in a
Perspex box for cleaning proposes (Figure 3-2.1). To prevent air ejected from the barrel affecting the
fragmentation, the entrance section of the Perspex box was covered with a sheet of cellophane.
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Figure 3-2: 1-protection box 2- stand 3- sample holder frame 4-sample holder

3.2.2 Results and conclusions
Figure 3-3 shows the kinetic energy loss from bullets passing through both types of brain. Bullets lose
more energy passing through the colder samples. Cooling down the material increases the stiffness, may
change the ultimate strength and may reduce either the elastic or plastic work done by the bullet. Zhang
et al. (Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2011) they reported that at higher temperatures (37° C) porcine brain have
a stiffer response. The effect of preservation of porcine brain was tested by Nicolle (Nicolle et al.,
2005) using a custom-designed oscillatory shear device, they reported that there is no significant
differences between data obtained in the interval of 24 hours at 6 ° C, it must be noted in their
experiment the temperature was kept constant and the time was the only variable whereas in the present
results, the temperature at the time of the test differed. Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2013) studied the
effect of preservation temperature on the mechanical properties of the brain tissue at three different
temperature (ice cold, 22° C and 37 ° C). They reported that by increasing the temperature, the stiffness
of the material decreased. They suggested that the brain tissue must be kept at ice cold temperatures to
minimize differences between in vitro and in vivo results (Rashid et al., 2013). The results of this current
study conform with those of Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2013).
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Figure 3-3: Kinetic energy losses by preserved and fresh brain

The differences in kinetic energy losses between the fresh ovine brain and preserved brain are very
small. Kinetic energy loss was calculated by measuring the velocity of the projectile before and after
impact using PFV Fastcam Viewer software. More detail of the velocity calculation can be found in
chapter 2.8. The next step is to analyse the effect of the preservation on the form of the fragmentation.
Figure 3-4 shows the form of fragmentation from ovine brain. Figure 3-4.A is the fresh ovine brain and
Figure 3-4.B is the brain after 24 hour at 1° C. There are not substantial differences between two sets
of experiments. The fragments around the projectile (red box) have the same approximate shape. All
samples produced a small extrusion of the fragmented material around the projectile. Also backspatter
formed as small lines with fragments around the line.

Figure 3-4: A-form of fragment fresh brain B- form of the fragments after 24 hours storage
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However, the differences in the mechanical properties of the animal brain vary in the literature (M.
Hrapko et al., 2006; Miller & Chinzei, 2002; Nicolle et al., 2005; Pervin & Chen, 2009, 2011; Rashid
et al., 2012; Samuel et al., 2004; Tamura et al., 2008). The variety of the mechanical properties of the
brain mostly depends on the measurement technique and the strain level applied. As the brain is a
viscoelastic material it is expected to have different results for different strain rates. With reference to
dynamic behaviour of the brain and generation of the backspatter, for validating a new material both
fresh and chilled brain can be used.

3.3

Comparison of the form of fragmentation of ovine brain and simulant
with different compositions.

Due to ethical and hygiene considerations there is a need for an inert simulant for experimentation on
cranial backspatter. In order to compare the results of this experiment with ovine brain, the experimental
setup remained the same as the one used for comparison of the fresh and chilled ovine brain (see
chapter 3.2). This section compares the form of fragmentation and kinetic energy loss of a projectile
impacting on ovine brain with a newly developed composite material which contains carbon fibre, water
and glycerol (see chapter 2.7.2). The effect of the water glycerol ratio and carbon fibre length is also
investigated. Several preliminary trials were performed with different ratios of water and glycerol, this
was reduced down to samples that used a glycerol and water content between 30 to 60 g. Table 3-1
shows the different mixtures of composite material used for the present experiments. By increasing the
water content to more than 40 g, the material loses its shape and increasing the percentage of glycerol
causes the material to become very adhesive. By increasing the carbon fibre content it is possible to
change the form of the fragmentation and also control the kinetic energy loss. Talcum powder was used
to reduce the adhesiveness of the mixture and corn flour is the base material for polymerisation of the
mixture. It must be noted that in this section of the study one sample of each material was tested to find
the best material.
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Table 3-1: Simulant with different composition
Simulant

Water (g)

Glycerol (g)

Corn flour (g)

Talcum powder (g)

fibre

Kinetic energy loss ±5
(%)

1

30

60

10

0

0.5 g (carbon) 100 mm

49

2

40

60

10

5

0.5g (Nylon) 80 mm

64

3

40

60

10

5

0.5 g (carbon) 5 mm

50

4

40

60

9

0

0.2 g (carbon) 5 mm

44

5

30

50

10

5

0.3 g (carbon) 5 mm

49

Ovine
brain

NA
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Figure 3-5 provides a visual comparison of the different simulants which absorbed similar kinetic
energy with the ovine brain. Simulant number one in Figure 3-5 is a composite material without talcum
powder and with 0.5 g of 100 mm length carbon fibre. It can be seen that the material did not produce
the same form of fragmentation as the brain. This simulant creates a uniform bulging of the material
with a very small tail around the projectile. The kinetic energy loss in simulant number one was 49%.
Simulant number two is a composite of the base material with 5 g of talcum powder and 0.5 g of nylon
fibre with the length of 80 mm. The energy loss by this simulant was 64 %. The main reason of the
change in energy loss was due to the use of the nylon fibre, which is stiffer than carbon fibre. The
composite with the nylon was chosen to elucidate the effect of the fibre material on the energy losses
of the projectile. The form of the fragmentation can be described as several tails around the bullet with
the degree of bulging of the material smaller compared to simulant number one. The reason behind the
narrow bulging of the material is the length of the fibre. Thus in simulant number three, 0.5 g of carbon
fibre with the length of 5 mm was used. As can be seen, simulant number three has more brain like
deformation and energy absorption characteristics with 50% kinetic energy loss, which is close to that
of ovine brain. Simulant number four has the same combination of the base material with 1 g less corn
flour and zero talcum powder with 0.2 g of carbon fibre with length 5 mm. As can be seen from
Figure 3-5 simulant number four has a narrower bulging behind the projectile compared to simulant
number one. This indicates the effect of the amount of carbon fibre and talcum powder to the form of
the fragmentation. Decreasing the quantity of the carbon fibre and talcum powder material will not
reproduce the same form of fragmentation as brain. Also Figure 3-5 shows four example of the ovine
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brain experiments. It can be seen that there is a small variety in the form of the fragments around the
projectile. However the overall form of the fragmentation are similar. Of all materials tested in this
section, simulant number three has been chosen for further investigation and will be referred to as M1.

Figure 3-5: Ovine’s brain and different simulant

3.4

Effect of the fibre length on the form of fragmentation

The results of visual comparison and kinetic energy loss suggest that M1 is the most realistic brain
simulant of all composite materials tested. M1 can reproduce a similar form of fragmentation and absorb
similar kinetic energy from a projectile, as ovine brain. As can be seen in Figure 3-5 the fibre length
has an important effect on the form of the fragmentation and kinetic energy absorption. According to
Table 3-1 simulant number two with 80 mm nylon fibre absorbed more energy compared to the rest of
the materials tested in this experiment. Thus, a set of experiments was performed on the M1 simulant
with different fibre lengths. In order to perform the experiment with higher kinetic energy projectiles
such as 9 mm and .22 LR it was necessary to use larger sample pieces. Small samples will disintegrate
faster upon impact and extracting data from video requires a higher frame rate and a more intense light
source. As mentioned earlier according to the study by Pervin and Chen (Pervin & Chen, 2011) there
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are no significant differences between gender and species of mammal brain on the dynamic behaviour
of the brain. Therefore, in this section bovine brain was used for comparison with the M1.

3.4.1 Experimental setup:
The experimental set up is shown in Figure 3-6. Experiments were performed on the bovine brain at the
Otago Pistol Club2 and were compared to M1 with different fibre length at an ambient temperature of
20±1 º C. Experimental data was recorded using a Photron SA1 and SA5 high speed camera (key
parameters shown in Table 3-2). Each sample was shot with a 7.45g 9×19 mm full metal jacket
(American Eagle Manufacture), which had a muzzle velocity of 379 m/s and .22 LR with mean velocity
of 350 m/s. A Glock model 17 semi-automatic hand gun for 9 mm projectiles and a .22 rifle for .22 LR
projectiles were clamped to a firing bench was used in this experiment. Eight fresh bovine brains3 were
used for comparison with the brain simulants. The time from slaughter to removal of the brain was 30
minutes and all brains were stored at 1° C for less than 24 hours. In order to have the same approximate
position of the brain in the holder, one and a half bovine brains were placed into the plastic container
which had dimensions of 150×120×90 mm with an open entry and exit hole with diameter of 35 mm.
It must be noted that due to the cost and availability of the equipment’s each material was tested
minimum two times. Thus performing the statistical analyse are not possible on the available data.
Repeatability and uncertainty in the velocity calculation due to the pixelation of the image and
consequent uncertainty in position of the projectile gave a maximum uncertainty in velocity of  5%.
The SA1 camera was used to make sure that the projectile hits the target at the entrance hole.
Table 3-2: Camera and illumination parameters

2

3

Camera

SA1

SA5

Frame rate

30000

30000

Shutter speed (sec)

1/338000

1/500000

Type of lens

55 mm Nikor

90 mm Tamron

Aperture

2.8

2.8

Otago Pistol Club, Green Island, Otago (New Zealand)
Provided by Silver Fern Farms company (Dunedin, New Zealand)
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Light

8×8000 lumens (LED)

8×8000 lumens (LED)

Resolution (pixel)

448×384

896×176

Figure 3-6: Experimental setup; 1- SA5, 2- SA1 3- LED lights 4- samples 5- gun

3.4.2 Methodology
In order to compare the form of the fragmentation from simulant and the bovine brain, it was necessary
for the simulant to have the same approximate shape. A mould of a fresh bovine brain was made. The
moulding and casting procedure can be found in section 2.7.3. This mould was used to create a brain
shape in M1. A sheet of cling film, coated with petroleum jelly was placed in to the mould and the M1
material was poured in to the mould. After one hour, samples were wrapped in Glad Wrap and removed
from the mould and were kept in the refrigerator at a temperature of 4 °C for 24 hours. With this
procedure it is possible to create a simulant with the same shape as the bovine brain. The diameter of
the extrusion of the material at the bullet entrance point and the energy absorption were compared
between different materials. It must be noted that the SA1 camera was used to make sure that the bullet
hit the target exactly at the entrance section of the box.
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Figure 3-7: 1- dental stone model 2- Silicone mould 3- M1 in the shape of the bovine brain

3.4.3 Results and discussion
PFV FASTCAM viewer software was used to measure the diameter of the entry hole as the bullet hit
the target and passed through the material. An example of the measurement of the entry hole is shown
in Figure 3-8. Frame one is the bullet before impact and frame two shows the moment of the impact.
Measurements were performed after the first complete appearance of the extrusion (Figure 3-8.3). As
can be seen from frames three and four, the diameter of the entry hole increased as the bullet penetrated.
All the error bars are 5% fixed error which might occur during the image processing due to pixelation.

Figure 3-8: Measurement of the diameter of the entry hole

Figure 3-9 shows the diameter of the entry extrusion of the materials at the entry hole as the bullet
passes through the samples. It can be seen that by increasing the length of the fibre, it is possible to
change the diameter of the extrusion of the material. M1 with 5 mm fibre length can reproduce the
extrusion of the bovine brain under impact from a 9 mm bullet.
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9mm Bovine brain
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Figure 3-9: Diameter of entry hole from 9 mm projectile

The energy loss from the 9 mm bullet passing through different materials is shown in Figure 3-10.
Kinetic energy loss of the projectile was measured using PFV Fastcam viewer, by measuring the
velocity of the projectile before and after impact. The procedure for the measurement of the kinetic
energy can be found in chapter 2.8 . Results show that there is no major effect on the energy absorption
from the sample with the fibre length of 5 to 15 mm. However, by increasing the size of the fibre from
15 to 30 mm, the energy absorption increased. The error bar in Figure 3-10 is the ±5% fixed error which
accrued during the image processing.
35

Bovine brain

M1 5mm

M1 15mm

M1 30mm

Kinetic energy loss (%)

30
25
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15
10
5
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Figure 3-10: Kinetic energy loss by 9 mm in different materials
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Figure 3-11 shows the diameter of the extruded material created from .22 LR as the projectile passes
through the material. The diameter of the extruded material in bovine brain was bigger than any other
material. There was no substantial differences in the diameter of the extruded material in M1 samples
with different fibre length. However the diameter of the extrusion of the M1 material well matched for
the experiment with 9 mm projectiles but not for .22 LR.
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Figure 3-11: Diameter of entry hole from .22 projectile LR

In order to measure the kinetic energy absorption from the videos, it was necessary to measure the
velocity of the moving object with high accuracy. Accurate measurement of the energy absorption by
the material from .22 LR was not possible in this experimental setup. The projectile rotated on different
axis in each set of experiments, thus it was impossible to be sure that the path of the bullet was parallel
to the field of view of the camera. An example of the rotation of the .22 LR projectile as it exited the
material shown in Figure 3-12.
The results of this section indicate that M1 with 5 mm fibre length is the best available material for the
experiment performed by 9 mm projectile and it is not worse than the other simulant for .22 LR as it
has the similar energy absorption and reproduced similar form of fragmentation. The next section of
this study shows the limitation and common errors which might accrue in quantitative data analysis in
ballistic experiments.
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Figure 3-12: Example of the tumbling effect on .22 LR projectile

3.4.4

Velocity of the extruded material backward

Figure 3-13 shows an example of the image obtained from the high speed camera. The velocity of the
extrusion of the material was calculated using PFV Fastcam viewer software. The velocity measurement
was performed by measuring the displacement of the material 0.00016 sec after the bullet hit the target.
The red arrow in Figure 3-13 shows the displacement of the material backward. The green line in
Figure 3-13 shows the position of the surface before impact and the yellow line shows the position
which material travelled in 0.00016 sec.

Figure 3-13: Velocity of the extrusion of the martial backward
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Figure 3-14 shows the velocity of the extrusion of different materials which were shot with a 9×19 mm
full metal jacket projectile. As can be seen, the bovine brain moved backward with an mean velocity of
83 m/s. M1, with 5, 15, 30 mm fibre length had the mean velocity of 75, 76, 58 m/s respectively. As
can be seen from Figure 3-14, results obtained for M1, with 5 and 15 mm fibre length are within the
limit of each other within the error bars. M1 with the 30 mm fibre length had the lowest velocity, 58
m/s.
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Figure 3-14: Velocity of the extrusion of the materials backward

Figure 3-15 shows images of the experiments with four different materials. The top left corner in
Figure 3-15 is the bovine brain, and top right is the M1 with 15 mm carbon fibre. Bottom right is the
M1 with 5 mm carbon fibre and bottom left is M1 with 30 mm carbon fibre. It can be seen clearly that
the M1 with 5 mm carbon fibre is producing the fragmentation pattern closest to the bovine brain. By
changing the length of the carbon fibre it is possible to change the angle of the throat of the extruded
material. A change in the angle and throat diameter can have severe effect on the quantity of the material
which is able to move backward from the wound channel.
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Figure 3-15: Top left corner is the bovine brain, and top right is the M1 15 mm Carbon fibre. Bottom right M1 5 mm
carbon fibre and bottom left M1 30 mm carbon fibre

It is difficult to achieve repeatability in quantitative measurement of ballistic impact effects as it is
difficult to hit the target at the exact same position. This section aims to show the difficulties in the
measurement and find the sources of error during the image processing and experimental setup. It must
be noted that the ammunition, light and camera setup were the same at all times. Figure 3-16 shows
combined images taken from two sets of experiment performed on the bovine brain. Two images were
combined using a Matlab code to identify the differences between them. The function ‘’imshowpair’’
with ('falsecolor') option was used in the main code. This function combines two images and shows the
difference using different colour bands. The grey section in the composite image shows locations with
the same intensity. The green and magenta regions are the places in the image with different intensities.
This analysis led to the question of repeatability of the experiment. It can be clearly seen from
Figure 3-16 that measuring the velocity of the extrusion of the material can be affected by the
repeatability of the experiment. Preferably, these two images would have the same exact form of
fragmentation and tail splash.
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Figure 3-16: Two combined images from the experiment performed on bovine brain

3.4.5 Conclusion
Using high speed cameras it was possible to develop a new method for quantitative and qualitative
comparison of different material upon impact. The results of this work show that the differences
between the fresh ovine brain and preserved ovine brain are negligible for proposes of this study. The
effect of the fresh, refrigerated and frozen then refrigerated of porcine muscle studied by Breeze et al
(Breeze et al., 2015) shows that there are no differences in the depth of penetration in this three groups
of the tested material, which is confirms the findings of this study. However fresh ovine brain absorbed
more energy compared to the one preserved at the temperature of 1°C for 24 hours. It is possible to
change the components in the composite material to produce a simulant that matches the velocity and
diameter of the extrusion of the material with the brain tissues. The results clearly show that M1 with 5
mm carbon fibre produced more brain like form of the fragmentation for 9 mm experiments and it is
the best material available for experiment performed with .22 LR. However even by moulding the
material in the bovine shape it was not possible to have the same external shape, as the variety exist in
each brain sample. The form of the fragmentation depends on different variables such as rotation of the
bullet, angle of the first impact and recording time of the impact. In order to reduce the error in image
processing, effort must be made to keep the experimental setup constant. However obtaining the same
form of fragmentation from the same material in different test is not possible, as a very small changes
in the angle of the gun or sample will lead to different forms of fragmentation and will cause error in
the quantitative data, but it will not change the overall mean result. Thus this study suggests that
qualitative analysis parallel to quantitative measurements are required for analysing the mechanism of
formation of the backspatter and fragmentation generated from soft tissues. Results of the experiments
suggested that a more brain like material such as M1 compared to gelatine must be used as a brain
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simulant for ballistic study of the human head particularly if the aim is to generate the same form of the
backspatter and fragmentation.
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4

Experimental investigation of the mechanical properties of
brain simulants used for cranial gunshot simulation
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4.1

Introduction

As previously mentioned measurements of physical properties at ballistic strain rates are extremely
difficult. Instead, in this study, the mechanical response of samples is studied during projectile
penetration by analysis of high speed video images. The response of the sample is studied quantitatively,
with greater thoroughness than in previous studies, by considering both the kinetic energy absorption
and the motion of the sample. A quantitative comparison of the simulants and animal tissue is then
possible. As mentioned before in chapter three it is not possible to have the same exact external shape
for brain samples. External shape can have direct effect on the form of the fragmentation. Thus in the
section of the study series of experiments were performed on samples of material cut into cuboids to
obtain better results. For the study of the dynamic behaviour of the brain upon impact and the effect of
the behaviour of the material to the generation of the back-spatter three factors have been considered.
The expansion rate, velocity of the extrusion of the material backward, and overall form of deformation
of the material. In order to compare the form of fragmentation of the brain with simulants, a series of
experiments were performed with .22 LR and .22 AR projectiles. 10 % gelatine as a standard material
were tested along with M1 and 3, 5 % gelatine and were compared with the bovine brain.

4.2

Experimental Methodology

A schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 4-1. The experiment was performed with the
sample material at the laboratory temperature of 18±1 ºC and recorded using a Photron SA1 high speed
camera (key parameters shown in Table 4-1: Camera and illumination parameters). Each sample was
shot with a 1 ± 0.006 g, round nose diabolo projectile from a .22 air rifle which had a velocity of 290
m/s, and a solid lead projectile with 2.59 g 0.22 LR and a velocity of 330 m/s (measured from the video).
Temperature of the samples at the moment of the experiments were 4°C. Repeatability and uncertainty
of the velocity calculation due to the pixelation of the image and consequent uncertainty in position of
the projectile gave an uncertainty in velocity of  5%.

Table 4-1: Camera and illumination parameters
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Frame rate

Shutter speed

Type of lens

Aperture

Light

24000

1/684000 s

55 mm Nikor

2.8

4×8000 lumens (LED)

Figure 4-1: Experimental setup

Ten fresh bovine brains4 were used for comparison with the brain simulants. The time from slaughter
to removal of the brain was 30 minutes and all brains were stored at 1 °C. Three samples with
dimensions of 52×29×37 mm were cut from one hemisphere of the brain and placed in a Perspex box
(Figure 4-2). The box had internal dimensions of 2 mm less than the brain sample in order to avoid any
gaps between material and wall of the box. The diameters of the predrilled entry and exit holes in the
box wall were 22 mm. The thickness of the wall of the box was 12 mm to limit the expansion of the
simulant and brain to one direction (vertically upwards). The procedure for the preparation of the
gelatine and M1 can be found in chapter section 2.7. The material was poured into a plastic container
and kept in the refrigerator for 24 hours before testing. The gelatine and M1 samples were cut before

4

Provided by Silver Fern Farms company (Dunedin, New Zealand)
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testing to the same dimension as the bovine brain samples. All samples were shot less than three minutes
after the material was taken out of the fridge.

Figure 4-2: Bovine brain (a), Gelatine (b) holder for samples(c)

4.3

Data analysis

Figure 4-3 shows an example of the high speed video images obtained used in this study. The expansion
of the material over each frame of the video was measured using PFV Fastcam software by tracking a
specific point (the red line in each frame in Figure 4-3) on the surface of the material. Each pixel has a
dimension of 0.31 × 0.31 mm and the time between frames was 41.7 µs. Knowing the dimensions of
each pixel and time between frames it was possible to calculate the displacement of the material. The
surface of the material was tracked by averaging the displacement over 10 frames. Uncertainty in the
displacement measurement due to the pixelation of the image was ± 0.31 mm.

Figure 4-3: Example of data processing using Fastcam viewer and Matlab

A bullet tracking code was written in MatlabTM (Mathworks, Natick, MA) to obtain the bullet velocity
before and after impact. Detailed procedure of the velocity and displacement calculation can be found
in chapter two section 2.8.
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4.4

Results

Figure 4-4 shows a comparison of the expansion of each simulant material compared to a bovine brain
sample, after impact from the AR (Figure 4-4 a) and LR (Figure 4-4 b) bullets over time. After an initial
expansion, the gelatine samples recoiled elastically into the sample holder. The final datum point for
each of the gelatine samples represents the time this elastic recoil started to occur, after which no further
expansion was observed. The bovine brain and M1 exhibited no such recoil. The final data points for
the bovine and M1 samples are the times where the sample surface exited the field of view and no more
data could be obtained.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of the displacement of the upper surface of the samples after impact from the (a) AR and (b)
LR
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Figure 4-4 shows that the bovine brain experiences plastic deformation as the material tears apart after
impact whereas the gelatine solution exhibits elastic recoil, reverting to the original shape. The brain
sample and M1 material have similar displacement histories. For the AR impacts it can be seen that the
rates of expansion of the 5% and 10% gelatine differ markedly from that of bovine brain. It can be seen
that the 10% gelatine sample has the lowest expansion rate and due to the elastic deformation it
experienced it starts to return to its original shape faster than the other materials. The 5% and 3%
gelatine samples stopped expanding at the same time. The 3% gelatine sample initially has a similar
expansion rate to the bovine sample before elastic recoil occurred. The 5% gelatine sample expanded
at a lower rate than brain in the latter stages of its expansion period, and then experienced elastic recoil.
Figure 4-5 shows the final deformation of the different materials. The permanent wound track in the
gelatine is accentuated when the concentration of gelatine is reduced. The gelatine samples recoil back
to their original external dimensions after the projectile passes through. Apart from the narrow
permanent wound track, gelatine does not present the same permanent plastic deformation as the bovine
brain and M1 material. In the latter two materials, after impact the upper section above the path of the
bullet separates from the lower section and exits the box in a highly viscous flow. The lower section
remains in the box.

Figure 4-5: Final deformation in different materials: clockwise from top left: 10% gelatine, 5% gelatine, bovine
brain, M1
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The results with the .22LR show the same behaviour as the AR tests, but over a shorter time period. All
the gelatine samples (at all concentrations) showed an initial rate of expansion similar to brain, but again
elastic recoil occurred, that was not observed in the bovine sample. Kinetic energy of the projectile was
calculated using Equation 8.
The kinetic energy of the projectile before impact was 42 ± 1.32 J for the AR and 141 ± 3.7 J for the .22
LR (uncertainty figures are standard deviations calculated on 13 and 12 shots respectively). The
projectile did not deform or fragment after impact and therefore the mass of the projectile did not
change. As shown in Figure 4-6 all the materials absorb a similar fraction of Ek (46 - 58% for the AR
and 15-29% for .22 LR) compared to the bovine sample (50% for AR and 27% for LR) , any differences
being less than the measurement uncertainty. This absorption equates to 0.88 - 1.11% of Ek per mm of
material for the AR and 0.28 - 0.55% per mm for the .22LR.
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Figure 4-6: Energy absorption by different material from AR and LR projectiles

Figure 4-7 shows an example of the image obtained from high speed camera. The velocity of the
extrusion of the material was calculated using PFV Fastcam viewer. Velocity measurement performed
by measuring the displacement of the material in 0.00029 sec after the bullet hit the target. The red
arrow in the Figure 4-7 shows the displacement of the material backward. The green line in Figure 4-7
shows the materials position before impact and yellow line shows the position which material travelled
in 0.00029 sec.
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Figure 4-7: Velocity of the extrusion of the martial backward

Figure 4-8 shows the velocity of the extrusion of different materials. As can be seen the bovine brain
moved backward with an mean velocity of 134 m/s. M1, 3%, 5% had the velocity of 121, 120, 114 m/s
respectively. As it can be seen from Figure 4-8 results obtained for M1, 3% and 5% gelatine are within
the limit of each other within the error bars. 10% gelatine had the lowest velocity 70 m/s.
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Figure 4-8: Velocity of the extrusion of the materials backward

Figure 4-9 shows combined images taken from two sets of experiment performed on the bovine brain.
Two images were combined using a Matlab code to identify the differences between two images. Two
images were combine with the same procedure as Figure 3-16 and shows the difference using different
colour bands. The grey section in the composite image shows the places with the same intensity. Green
and magenta are the places in the image with different intensity. This analysis lead to the question of
repeatability of the experiment. It can be clearly seen from Figure 4-9 that measuring the mean velocity
of the extrusion of the material can be affected by the repeatability of the experiment. This comparison
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indicates that even by creating the same exact external shape it is not possible to have identical results
between two experiments on the same material. Some of this difference will be due to small differences
in projectile impact point.

Figure 4-9: Two combined images from the experiment performed on bovine brain

Figure 4-10 shows three set of experiments for four different materials. Figure 4-10 the top left corner
is the bovine brain, and top right is the M1. Bottom right is the 10 % gelatine and bottom left is 3 %
gelatine samples. It can be seen clearly that the M1 is producing fragmentation closest to the bovine
brain. Gelatine sample with 10% concentration is not capable of producing fragments, it can be seen
that there is very small tail splash in 10% gelatine. By reducing the percentage of the gelatine from 10
to 3% it is possible to generate more tail splash, however it is far less comparable to the bovine brain
samples. The form of the forward spatter in the gelatine samples is quite different to the bovine brain
samples. It can be seen clearly that gelatine forms as a narrow channel which has a uniform shape
around the projectile. By reducing the percentage of the gelatine the diameter of the forward spatter will
increase. By reducing the percentage of the gelatine, the material becomes less elastic and it can flow
around the bullet, however this form of deformation is not even close to the one observed from bovine
brain.
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Figure 4-10. Top left corner is the bovine brain, and top right is the M1. Bottom right is the 10 % gelatine and bottom
left is 3 % gelatine samples

4.5

Discussion

The displacement measurements suggest that gelatine underperforms as a brain simulant during ballistic
impacts. The 10% concentration of gelatine commonly used in the literature would not replicate the
deformation of brain tissue realistically under high velocity impact. Gelatine recoils elastically back
into the sample holder in a way which brain does not. Further, the brain is seen to deform like a highly
viscous flowing fluid as it leaves the box, which the gelatine does not. The recoil becomes more
pronounced as the concentration of gelatine is increased. Recoil was least at the smallest gelatine
concentration tested here (3% w/w). Besides its elastic and viscous properties, the M1 material is shown
to expand at a rate much closer to brain, producing a more realistic deformation than gelatine in this
ballistic range of impacts.
The energy absorption of all materials is similar, despite apparently quite different elastic and viscous
properties. It may be that the energy absorption is principally due to the inertial force ½Av2, where A
is the cross sectional area of the bullet,  the density of the brain (or simulant) and v the velocity of the
bullet. It is known in hydrodynamics that the inertial force becomes greater than the viscous force as
the speed is increased above a certain value. The densities of brain tissue and all simulants (except M1)
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are similar, all being close to the density of water  1000 kgm-3, so if the inertial force is dominant in
kinetic energy absorption, all samples would be expected to show the same absorption, as it was
observed in this study. The velocity of the extruded materials were 130, 121, 120, 114, 70 m/s from
bovine brain, New material M, 3%, 5% and 10% gelatine respectively. The form of the fragmentation
generated from M1 material was the closest to the one observed from the bovine brain.
Much of the literature describing the temporary cavity is based on studies using gelatine. The data
presented here, showing that gelatine responds with stronger elastic recoil than brain, invites a reexamination of the detail of gelatine-based studies. Evidence for the temporary cavity is however not
restricted to gelatine studies, cavities of greater than the bullet diameter being seen for example in
studies with glycerine soap (Frank et al., 2012; Kneubuehl et al., 2012; Thali et al., 2001), which has
almost no elastic recoil at all.
A notable advantage of gelatine is that it is transparent, and the dynamics of the internal cavities can be
seen clearly. The M1 simulant used in this study is opaque, and this suggests a direction for further
development. Also, the tests described here are far from exhaustive and further testing with larger
calibre firearms, other measurements of displacement and fragmentation, and adjustments to the
formulation of the simulant and should be carried out to test the response of the material stringently.
The cuboid, open-topped sample box used in the present study is a convenient method to isolate the
response of the brain or simulant.

4.6

Conclusions

The dynamic response of bovine brain, gelatine in three concentrations (3%, 5% and 10% w/w) and a
new simulant based on glycerol, water, starch and fibre has been investigated. All gelatine samples
showed an initial expansion followed by elastic recoil. Neither the brain, nor the new simulant showed
this elastic recoil. The expansion rate of the new simulant, the viscous flow when extruding from the
sample box, and the form of the permanent damage, all resembled closely those of the brain sample.
Kinetic energy absorption was similar for all materials, gelatine included. The form of the fragmentation
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from M1 was the closest to the one observed from bovine brain. The response of the M1 material is
much closer to the bovine brain over the time period observed in this work.
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5

Stopping distance, form and size of the permanent cavity in
simulant and bovine brain
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5.1

Introduction

Ballistic gelatine has been used in the past several decades as a simulant for soft tissues in ballistic
experiments (Carr et al., 2014; M. Fackler et al., 1984; M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985; Jussila,
2004, 2005; Kneubuehl et al., 2003; Knudsen et al., 1995; Korac, 2001; Rutty et al., 2008; Jiangyue
Zhang et al., 2005; J. Zhang et al., 2007). It has been validated against porcine muscle by measuring
the stopping distance in samples (Jussila, 2005). 10 and 20 % gelatine are also used as a brain simulants
(Carr et al., 2014; 2002; Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2005). However, there is minimal validation of such
material as a suitable brain simulant. In the chapter 4.4 which is also published by Lazarjan et al.
(Lazarjan et al., 2014) It can be seen that that bovine brain has a higher expansion rate compared to 3,5
and 10 % gelatine. As such series of experiments were performed on 5, 10% (W/W) gelatine, new
simulant (M1) were compared with bovine brain. There are several methods in the literature which
describes the measurement technique of the kinetic energy dissipation of the bullet into the material,
such as longest tear in each slice by Schyma and Madea (Schyma & Madea, 2012), two longest tears
Fackler and Malinowski (M. L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985) and total crack length by Ragsdale and
Josselson (Ragsdale & Josselson, 1988). However, implementing these methods to assess the kinetic
energy dissipation in the brain tissue is not possible. Due to the opaque nature of the brain tissue it is
not possible to identify the start and end points of the cracks in the brain tissues. Thus, in this study
ellipse and polygon fits were used to measure the area of the permanent wound track. Also the stopping
distance and from of the damage created by a .22 air rifle in 5, 10% gelatine and M1 were compared
with the bovine brain. Finally, the effect of the boundary condition on the form of the damage in
different material has been investigated.

5.2

Experimental method:

The stopping distance of the impact of a 1±0.006 g, round nose diabolo projectile from a .22 calibre air
rifle, which had a velocity of 290±2 m/s was compared between bovine’s brain, 10%, 5% w/w gelatine
and M1. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5-1. The distance between muzzle and samples was
410 mm and the test samples dimensions were a 95×95×430 mm3. The method of preparation of gelatine
and M1 can be found in chapter 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. Bovine brain was defrosted overnight in saline solution
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and had a temperature of 4°C prior to the experiment. All gelatine and M1 were kept at the temperature
of 4°C 24 hours before the experiment. The brain samples were made of 6 to 7 individual bovine brains
which, were placed side by side each other to have the length of 430 mm. All the samples were shot in
two different boundary conditions, constrained (Figure 5-1) in an aluminium case with the open
entrance and exit, and with no external boundary.

Figure 5-1: Experimental set up

5.3

Results and discussions

Figure 5-2 shows the stopping distance of the projectile in different materials. As can be seen the
stopping distance increased by decreasing the percentage of the gelatine from 10% to 5% in which the
stopping distances was 269 mm±10 mm and 402 mm±10 mm respectively. For the M1 material the
bullet passed through the entire sample (430 mm) and exited out the other side, this indicated that the
M1 material underperforms as simulant for measuring the stopping distance in the brain tissue. Thus,
the M1 material was not included in the results section. The projectile stopped at a depth of 390 mm±10
mm in the bovine brain sample. Measurements were taken of the permanent wound track in the
transparent gelatine. For the brain samples measurements were taken by cutting the brain samples into
10 mm slices. Therefore, 10 mm uncertainty in measurement might occur during the cutting procedure
of the brain samples. The error bars in Figure 5-2 are ±10 mm.
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Figure 5-2: Stopping distance of the projectile in different materials

The effect of the boundary condition (Confined with open entry and exit and unconfined) on the depth
of penetration was compared in different materials. Figure 5-3 shows stopping distance of the projectile
in 10% gelatine with and without boundary. Depth of penetration reduced by about 14 mm in the
samples with the rigid boundary for 10% gelatine. However, the effect of the boundary was not
substantial in the 5% gelatine. It must be noted that the experiment with the boundary for bovine brain
was not successful. Containing bovine brain in the aluminium block is difficult as one brain is not big
enough to fill the block. So it is necessary to use several bovine brains on top of each other, and as the
sample cannot then be homogeneous, it is difficult to fit the boundary around the sample.
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Figure 5-3: 10% gelatine without and with boundary

5.4

Form of the damage in different material

In order to have a constant thickness of the material slices a cutting platform was used. In order to create
a uniform cut the brain samples were kept in the freezer after the experiment for 30 minutes at a
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temperature of -20°C. Each block of the material was placed into the cutting platform and was cut using
a blade. An example of the boundary condition, cutting platform and gelatine mould is shown in
Figure 5-4.

Figure 5-4: Photo of mould for gelatine, aluminium boundary and cutting platform

An image of each slice was taken using a Nikon D600 camera with the 130 mm macro lens. Each image
had a dimension of 4000×3000 pixels. Two LED light with 20000 lm was used for illumination. Each
sample was sprayed with flawfinder penetrant spray (Rocol) to visualize the cracks in the samples. The
crack detection liquid was cleaned from the surface as the remaining paint in the crack gave a good
contrast for visualization of the form of the damage. Figure 5-5 shows an example of the form of damage
in the wound channel in 10% gelatine with a confined boundary condition. As can be seen, the energy
of the bullet dissipates in the material in the form of a large crack in one side. The crack rotates in a
clockwise direction, which is the direction of the rotation of the bullet due to the rifling in the barrel.

Figure 5-5: Form of the damage in 10% gelatine with the rigid boundary

Figure 5-6 shows an example of the form of damage on the wound channel in 10% gelatine unconfined.
It is clear the energy dissipation in to the material is more uniform all around the wound track compared
to Figure 5-5. Moreover, in the study by Jussila (Jussila, 2005) they noted that the longest crack tends
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to be in the direction of the supporting platform. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that if the material is
confined the longest crack will rotate around the wound channel as the bullet penetrates.

Figure 5-6: Form of the damage in 10% gelatine without boundary

The form of the deformation of the permanent wound channel was different for 10% gelatine compared
to 5%. The scenario of one big crack in one side was observed in the experiment with the boundary.
The form of the damage in the 5% gelatine without boundary is different from 10% gelatine. In 5%
gelatine three large cracks can be seen throughout all the wound track. However, in 10 % gelatine
several small cracks can be found around the central hole. Figure 5-7 presents the differences in the 5%
gelatine samples in two different conditions, confined and unconfined.

Figure 5-7: 5% confined gelatin (left) and right 5% unconfined gelatine (right)

Figure 5-8 shows the rotation of the bullet, black arrow shows the direction of the projectile traveling
from right to the left. As previously noted in Figure 5-5 the rotation of the bullet has a substantial effect
on the form of the damage. Therefore, it is possible to observe the twisting motion of the bullet in the
gelatine in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Rotation of the bullet and form of the damage

Figure 5-9 shows the form of the deformation of the permanent wound channel from the first impact in
5, 10% gelatine and bovine brain. Scales in each image shows 1 mm increments. As can be seen neither
of the simulants mimic the same form of the damage as observed in the bovine brain. The central hole
in the gelatine samples has the shape of a circle and in the bovine samples it is a more elliptical shape.

Figure 5-9: Form of the permanent cavity at the surface 5% gelatine, 10% gelatine and bovine brain

Figure 5-10 shows the mean age diameter of the permanent cavity in 5, 10% gelatine and bovine brain.
To reduce the error in image processing. In order to reduce the error in image processing a ruler was
placed at the top surface of each slice and each image was calibrated separately. Measurements were
taken using ImageJ open source software by fitting an ellipse in the central wound track. All the
measurements are mean of two to three repeated values for each material. The results are the mean of
the major radius of the fitted ellipse through all the length of the permanent cavity. The error bars in
Figure 5-10 are ±5%, which might occur due to pixilation in image processing. The mean diameter of
the permanent wound track in bovine brain was 4.35 mm and for 5 and 10% gelatine was 1.91 mm and
1.32 mm respectively.
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Figure 5-10: Ellipse fit to the wound track

The diameter in the permanent wound track of the 10% gelatine with the boundary and without the
boundary condition changed. The boundary condition have substantial effect on the form and size of
the wound track. 10% gelatine with boundary condition and without, had a mean diameter of 1.02 mm
and 1.36 mm respectively.
In order to increase accuracy of the measurement of the permanent wound track, the polygon fit option
in ImageJ was used to measure the area of the permanent wound track. An example of these
measurements shown in Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-11: An example of polygon fit into the permanent cavity in different materials

Figure 5-12 shows the area of the permanent wound track in 5, 10% and bovine brain in the first 200
mm of the material. The area of the permanent wound track in the bovine brain is approximately three
times larger than 10% gelatine. Moreover, this shows that the 10% gelatine with boundary has a smaller
area compared to the 10% gelatine without boundary. The results of the polygon fit and ellipse fit are
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comparable, which indicates that for preliminary tests it is possible to use ellipse fit as it is less time
consuming and it gives the overall results as polygon fit.
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Figure 5-12. Area of permeant wound track

5.5

Modification of Composite material

In chapter 4.4 the M1 material was proposed as a material which shows a similar form of fragmentation
and expansion rate compared to bovine brain. However, this study shows that the form of the damage
and the stopping distance in M1 was not the same as the bovine brain. This finding suggested that the
original M1 formulae is not suitable for comparison of the form of the damage. Thus, a series of
experiments were performed on the different formulations of the composite to investigate the effect of
the corn flour and talcum powder to the area of the permanent wound channel. The procedure for the
preparation of the M1 can be found in chapter 2.7.2.
In this section the effect of the corn flour and talcum powder on the size of the permanent wound channel
will be investigated. It must be noted that the main differences corn flour and talcum powder ids that
corn flour crosslink and talcum powder will bind moisture and prevent adhesion. Table 5-1 shows
different combinations of the M1 used in this study. In first section change has been made in the quantity
of the talcum powder and second section quantity of the corn flour has been changed. In order to have
more realistic comparison between simulant and bovine brain all the materials were casted into the
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bovine brain shape mould to have the same external shape as the bovine brain. An example of the
material in the shape of the bovine brain is shown in Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-13. An example of the casted materials

Table 5-1: Different combination of the M1
Simulant Glycerol (g)

Water (g)

carbon fibre (g)

Corn flour(g)

talcum(g)

Change in talcum
M1

60

40

0.5

10

5

M2 bp2

60

40

0.5

10

20

M2 bp3

60

40

0.5

10

40

Simulant Change in Corn flour
M3cr2

60

40

0.5

30

5

M3 cr3

60

40

0.5

60

5

The mean area of the permanent wound whole length track in different material is shown in Figure 5-14.
As it can be seen from Figure 5-14, the mean area of the permanent wound track in original M1 is three
times bigger than bovine brain. As such increasing both corn flour and talcum powder will decrease the
size of the permanent wound cavity. So, by increasing the percentage of the talcum powder it is possible
to reduce the mean area of the permanent cavity. However, percentage of the corn flour has more effect
on the size of the permanent cavity compared to the talcum powder.
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Figure 5-14: Mean area of the permeant wound cavity in different materials

Figure 5-15 shows the form of the permanent wound cavity in different materials. It is obvious that by
changing the percentage of the corn flour and talcum powder it is possible to change the size and form
of the permanent wound cavity. However, none of the composite materials were able to create a similar
form of the damage as that of the bovine brain. Form of the damage in the brain can be described as
central polygon with several inhomogeneous cracks. Form of the crakes in the brain tissue are different
from the composite materials. It can be seen from Figure 5-15 that there are several distinguishable
cracks at the left side of the wound channel in the brain tissue. The form of the damage in the composite
materials are mostly elliptical with some smooth tearing all around the wound channel. Nature and form
of the damage in the composite materials, Figure 5-15, vary from each other due to differences in their
brittleness. Together, they are less brittle than brain and as a result have the tendency to shear under
tension whilst brain tissue has more tendency to tear under tension.
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.
Figure 5-15: Form of the permanent cavity in different material

5.6

Conclusion

The results of this study show that stopping distance of a projectile in 10% gelatine is 120±10 mm less
than that observed in the block of bovine brain. Reduction of the percentage of gelatine will increase
the stopping distance. However, it does not have a large impact on the cross section area of the
permanent wound track. A rigid boundary around the material will reduce the depth of penetration and
also it will reduce the mean area of the permanent wound track. The form of the damage in the 5 and
10% gelatine samples are different. However, none of the percentage of the gelatine used in this study
was even close to the stopping distance and mean area of the permanent wound cavity, which was
observed in the brain tissues. M1 exhibited a stopping distance more than 430 mm. Moreover, the size
of the permanent wound track in the M1 material was three times higher than the one in the bovine
brain. Experiments on different combinations of the components of M1 showed that it is possible to
control the size of the permanent cavity. However, none of the formulations of the composite material
was able to create a similar form of the damage compared to the bovine brain. The results of this study
suggests that a more fundamental study is required in order to create a simulant for a brain tissue for
purposes of studying the damage caused by high velocity impact. Also, this study strongly suggests that
gelatine samples are not suitable materials for ballistic experiments of a brain simulant. The brain is a
very complex tissue, as such it is currently necessary to have different simulants for different types of
the experiment as one material can reproduce the same form of the fragmentation but it might not be
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able to create the same size of the permeant wound cavity. The effect of deforming and fragmenting
bullets have not been studied in this research and it should be considered in future research.
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6

Feature tracking to estimate the velocity of air ejected from
the temporary cavity during gunshot wounding
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6.1

Introduction

Much of the present knowledge of wound damage dynamics and the mechanical response of tissue
comes from experiments performed on gelatine. Ballistic gelatine with 10 to 20% concentration is
widely used as a standard simulant for human soft tissues (Carr et al., 2014; M. Fackler et al., 1984; M.
L. Fackler & Malinowski, 1985; Jussila, 2004, 2005; Kneubuehl & Thali, 2003; Knudsen et al., 1995;
Korac, 2001; Rutty et al., 2008; Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2005; J. Zhang et al., 2007), as it has a stopping
distance and density close to mammalian muscle tissues. The effect of wound contamination was
studied by Von See et al. (Constantin von See et al., 2012), who placed barium particles in the gun
chamber and tracked the particles after the bullet penetrated the target using CT scan. The results show
that there is a significant difference in wound characteristics between gelatine and porcine hind limb.
The diameter of the permanent cavity in porcine hind leg was significantly smaller and the mean
diameter of the temporary cavity was larger in the porcine hind leg. It was also reported that the gelatine
block had more contamination compared to the porcine hind leg.
Three mechanisms are assumed to cause back-spatter: the interaction of blood with muzzle gases; a
momentum effect known as tail-splash, and collapse of the temporary cavity. The temporary cavity,
shown in Figure 6-1is the result of the compression of tissue adjacent to the wound channel in a direction
perpendicular to the bullet path (Kneubuehl et al., 2012). Kinetic energy of the bullet is converted to
elastic energy, heat and plastic work (Kneubuehl et al., 2012). The cavity subsequently fills with air,
blood and tissue after the bullet has passed through. The size of the cavity depends on the elastic and
viscous properties of the material. However, there is a lack of information in the literature about the
temporal evolution of the cavity and the ejection of the material (to form backspatter) as it collapses.
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Figure 6-1: Temporary cavity. The bullet is moving from left to right.

Open questions include: what the air pressure is inside the temporary cavity, and whether this slows the
collapse, also whether there is entrainment of blood and tissue fragments in air entering or leaving the
cavity. It has been hypothesized that the ejection of the air backward through the wound channel
entraining blood droplets and tissue fragments is an important factors in the generation of back-spattered
blood stains (Davidson et al., 2012). Ballistic gelatine is the most commonly used simulant material for
gunshot wounding experiments as it has a similar density to muscle and stops bullets in the same
distance as porcine soft tissue (Frank et al., 2012; Kneubuehl et al., 2012; Thali et al., 2001). Ballistic
gelatine experiments show that, when shot with typical handgun ammunition (e.g. 9mm Parabellum or
.38 Special) the temporary cavity collapses completely in 4 to 7 cycles of contraction and expansion
with the amplitude decreasing each cycle. However the number of contraction and expansion cycles in
human brain and muscle tissue is unknown. Air motion into the cavity was studied by (Hinz et al., 2012)
with a view to understanding wound contamination. 10.5 % gelatine was used as a simulant for tissue.
Their results clearly show the suction effected at the moment of the formation of the temporary cavity.
This chapter describes an experiment which aims to measure the velocity of the air motion at the mouth
of the cavity in four different materials such as 3% to 10 % gelatine, bovine brain and a new simulant
(termed ‘M1’), and to measure the velocity of the air ejected from the wound channel. This information
will assist in elucidating the mechanism linking the formation of the cavity to ejected material and
subsequent deposition of bloodstains. The outcome of this research may also assist trauma surgeons to
determine the likelihood of the air drawing bacteria and debris in to the wound channel.
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Questions addressed directly by this experiment are:
Is air ejected from the wound channel as a result of the collapse of the temporary cavity?
What is the velocity of the ejected air?
What is the effect of the elasticity of the material on the velocity of the ejected air?

6.2

Experimental setup: tracer particle trials:

This section describes the trials with one micron diameter water droplets and their shortcomings with
the available light source. Water particles with a diameter of less than one micron were generated by
the Laskin process (see chapter 2.4.1) as shown in Figure 6-2. Air was injected at a gauge pressure of
800 kPa through five Laskin nozzles. To limit the size of the particles, an exit pipe with internal diameter
100 mm was installed with its intake a height of 200 mm above the water level and with a length of 500
mm. The pipe was connected to a closed PMMA box which housed the sample to be shot. To limit the
velocity of the particles, the generator was turned off 30 seconds before the shot was fired. Particle
motion was monitored on a live camera feed and the shot was fired after the particles began to move
unidirectionally downwards, settling under gravity.

Figure 6-2: Image of water droplet generator 1- Laskin nozzle 2-exit pipe 3- high pressure air

By illuminating the particle cloud with a laser sheet it was possible to observe the motion of the air
from the wound channel. The relaxation time of the particles and their Stokes number were calculated
to assess the accuracy of the velocity measurement. The Stokes number of a one micron water droplet
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in this experiment for the air flow with the velocity of 100 m/s is 0.005, assuming a streamline radius
of curvature of 5.58 mm, meeting the criterion for effective tracking of the air motion (Dring, 1982).
Smaller particles may follow the air motion, especially the high accelerations expected, better, but
would not scatter enough light to form acceptable images given the necessarily short exposure time.
The available light sources were insufficient to image individual particles above the noise level, so PIV
was not possible. An example of the water particle visualization is shown in Figure 6-3 (B). In order to
obtain better illumination with the available light source, the water droplets were replaced with 1.6
micron propylene glycol fog. The Stokes number for a 1.6 micron particle of propylene glycol in this
experiment for 100 m/s air flow is 0.01 which meets the requirement for accurate measurement of the
velocity. An example of the 1.6 micron propylene glycol fog is shown in Figure 6-3(A).

Figure 6-3: Propylene glycol fog (A) & water fog (B) illuminated by the laser

6.3

Generation of a laminar flow of fog.

It is desired to observe the air motion near the entrance wound, and to view the evolution of the
temporary cavity inside the target sample simultaneously. The air motion requires highly localized,
intense sheet illumination, whereas the cavity is best viewed with diffuse backlighting of lower
intensity. Obtaining good quality images simultaneously on a single camera is challenging, requiring
similar intensities from the two regions to best utilize the dynamic range of the camera. A new set of
experiments were performed with LED backlighting of the gelatine and laser sheet illumination of the
fog. To maintain a high concentration of the fog particles, and hence high scattered intensity, efforts
were made to collimate the fog in a laminar stream. Figure 6-4 shows the set up used to generate a
laminar flow of smoke with a constant velocity. The smoke generator was connected to a reservoir box
with a heat resistant tube. A 1.5 W computer cooling fan was installed at the output of the reservoir to
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accelerate the particles with a velocity of ~1 m/s along the pipe to the open section. A suction nozzle
was installed 200 mm from the tip of the pipe to create a narrow jet of smoke in front of the entry wound
location on the sample. To return the smoke back to the reservoir a 2 W fan was installed at the end of
the nozzle.

Figure 6-4: Setup for generation laminar flow of fog

6.4

Flow visualization using simultaneous LED and laser illumination, and
a laminar flow of fog

A schematic image of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 6-5. The experiment was performed
with 3, 5, 10% w/w Glita bovine gelatine (bloom 240-260), bovine brain1 and new material M1 as a
brain simulant. The method of preparation of gelatine and M1 can be found in in chapter 2.7 which is
also published in Lazarjan et al. (Lazarjan et al., 2014). Experiments were performed at 20ºC and
recorded using a Photron SA1 high speed camera (key parameters shown in Table 6-1. Each sample
was cut and placed in a PMMA box with internal dimensions of 52×29×37 mm, and a wall thickness
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of 12 mm. The samples were shot with a 1.000±0.006 gram, round nose diabolo projectile from a .22
calibre air rifle, which had a velocity of 290±2 m/s. This projectile has a lower kinetic energy, but nearly
the same muzzle velocity, as a .22LR rifle round or a 9mm pistol round. It is more important to match
the muzzle velocity, as the elastic and viscous properties of the target depend on the strain rate. A
Coherent Innova 70 argon-ion laser with 4 W output power in multiline mode was used to generate a
light sheet with a thickness of 2 mm perpendicular to the path of the projectile, in order to illuminate a
fog of propylene glycol with particle diameter of ~1.6 micron generated by the fog generator. The
projectile passes through a laminar flow of fog which is placed with its center 30 mm in front of the
target. The velocity of the air was measured using PFV software (Photron Inc.) by tracking the low
particle concentration mixing features.
Table 6-1: Camera and illumination parameters

Frame rate

Shutter speed

Type of lens

F-number

Light

30000

1/56000 s

50mm

1.2

4W CW Argon ion laser
20000 lm LED light

Figure 6-5: Experimental set up; 1-Air rifle 2- Camera 3- Laser source 4- Fog reservoir 5- Suction nozzle 6-Sample 7LED light 8- Back stop 9- Laser sheet 10-Black background

Results and discussion
Figure 6-6 shows a sequence of frames from one of the experiments. The projectile is moving from left
to right. The first frame on the left shows a moment before the projectile reaches the laser sheet.
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Undisturbed particles can be seen in this frame. Frame two shows the moment when projectile passes
through the laser sheet (the red rectangle in the first two frames marks the position of the projectile).
The target sample is on the right of each frame, with its surface approximately 30 mm from the centre
of the laser sheet. Frame three shows the moment of the formation of the temporary cavity. It must be
noted that the goal in this experimental set up was to measure the velocity of ejection of air. The lowintensity feature caused by mixing of fresh air into the fog, used for velocity estimation, can be seen in
frames 4 to 6 within the red rectangle.

Figure 6-6: Sequence of frames from one of the experiments

The velocity of the air ejected by the collapse of the temporary cavity from 10 % and 5 % gelatine was
105 ±5% m/s and 70 m/s ±5%. Air ejection was observed from 3% gelatine but the motion of the
particles was not measurable as they were too slow and motion of the flow was not uniform. Ejection
of air was not observed from bovine brain or M1 samples, in any of the three repeat experiments. The
mean velocity of the collapse of temporary cavity in 5 ,10 % gelatine were measured using PFV Fastcam
viewer software by measuring displacement of maximum of diameter of the temporary cavity as it forms
until it collapses. Velocity of the collapse of the cavity in 5, 10% gelatine were 4.16 and 3.40 m/s
respectively. A temporary cavity if exists, is not visible in brain and M1 due to the opacity of the
material. These results may be interpreted to show that the velocity of the ejected air is correlated to the
elastic response of the material. Reducing the concentration of gelatine reduces the shear elastic moduli,
but only minimally affects the density. The density of the materials was measured using a MT density
measurement machine with an uncertainty of ±0.01 gcm-3. The relation between gelatine concentration
and its density is shown in Table 6-2. The relation between concentration of the gelatine and shear
elastic moduli of the gelatine solution studied by Amador et al. (Amador et al., 2011) shows that shear
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elastic modulus increases from 1.61, 3.57 and 5.37 kPa respectively for 7, 10, and 15% w/w gelatine.
Table 6-2: Density of different materials used in this experiment at 20° C

Material

10% gelatine

5% gelatine

3% gelatine

Bovine brain

water

Density(gcm-3)

1.027

1.018

1.009

1.040

0.998

By reducing the percentage of the gelatine, the velocity of the air ejection will be decreased. The absence
of air ejection from the bovine brain indicates that gelatine has different temporary cavity dynamics
compared to brain, and that gelatine does not replicate all aspects of gunshot wounding in brain tissue.
M1 like brain, shows no detectable ejection of air. The differences in density between these materials
is negligible. M1 and brain, unless confined, noticeably sag under their own weight, and have lower
Young’s modulus than 5% gelatine, at least at low strain rates. The difference in behavior may be due
to Young’s modulus, or to visco-elastic parameters (elastic response being characterized by the storage
modulus, and viscous response by the loss modulus), the exact value of which depends on the strain
rate which is difficult to measure at ballistic strain rates. Moreover in the chapter four of this study
which is also published in (Lazarjan et al., 2014) the expansion rate of different percentages of gelatine
were compared with bovine brain and M1 samples. The results shows that gelatine samples recoil to
their original shape but bovine brain and M1 samples experience permanent plastic deformation.

Conclusions
For the first time it was possible to visualise the motion and measure velocity of the ejected air caused
by the contraction of the temporary cavity in 10%, 5% and 3% w/w ballistic gelatine, bovine brain and
M1. The results of this experiment showed that air was ejected from the cavity in 10, 5 % gelatine. The
ejection of the air was not measurable from 3% gelatine as the movement of the particles were not
uniform and very slow. There was no detectable air motion from either the bovine or M1 samples. The
absence of the ejection of the air from the bovine brain and M1 can be explained, knowing that they
have greater plastic deformation compared to the gelatine samples. The measured air velocity was
approximately one third or less of the projectile velocity in the gelatine samples. The passing of the
projectile draws air from 15-20 mm from the entry wound towards the surface of the target. It is
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postulated that with air velocities of order 100 m/s there will be sufficient shear to entrain blood droplets
and tissue fragments and carry them out of the wound. The bovine brain does not have the same elastic
response as the gelatine because gelatine recoils to its original shape, whereas the brain will deform and
some of the energy of the bullet will be converted to plastic work. This study suggests that ejection of
the air from the collapse of the temporary cavity in the brain, if such exists, is not solely determined by
the recoil of the material under elastic stresses. However pressure inside the cranium raises as the bullet
penetrates the cranium, and this pressure has the potential to eject the brain and blood backward.
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7

Visualization of the air ejected from the temporary cavity in
brain and tissue simulants during gunshot wounding
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7.1

Introduction

This part of the study consists of three sections. First the visualization of the air motion in front of the
entry hole of the bullet to measure the velocity of the suction and ejection of the air at the moment of
expansion and contraction of the temporary cavity. This is performed on gelatine samples of 3, 5 and
10 % concentration. In the second section the experiment is repeated with bovine and ovine heads. In
the third section, the minimum pressure required to eject brain tissue from the cranium of the bovine
and ovine heads, at the velocities observed in the second section, is estimated.

7.2

Experimental setup:

The setup for high speed imaging is shown in Figure 7-1. The experiments were recorded using a
Photron SA1.1 (resolution 384×432 pixels) and a Photron SA5 (resolution 640×376 pixels) camera (key
parameters shown in Table 7-1). The samples were shot with 7.45g 9x19 mm full metal jacket bullets
(American Eagle). The distance from the muzzle to the samples was one metre. A Glock model 17
semi-automatic hand gun clamped to a firing bench was used in this experiment. Bullet velocity was
calculated by tracking the bullet displacement between individual images. Uncertainty in velocity due
to the pixelation of the bullet and consequent uncertainty in position of the projectile gave a maximum
uncertainty in velocity of  5%. The velocity when the bullet first enters the image frame is 350 m/s.
Four LED lights were used for the front lighting and two Kaiser video lamps were used for backlighting.
Table 7-1: Camera and illumination parameters

Frame rate

Shutter speed

Type of lens

F-number

30000
30000

1/220000 s
1/220000 s

90 mm Tamron
50 mm Nikkor

2.8
2.8

Light
4 LED lights (total 3200 lm)
1 Kaiser video lamps (2000 W)
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Figure 7-1: Experimental set up; 1- SA5 2- SA1 3- Sample holder 4- Kaiser Video lamp 5- LED lights 6- Gun

In order to visualize the air motion in front of the wound cavity a laminar sheet of smoke was arranged
in front of the samples perpendicular to the path of the bullet. More detailed information on the
generation of the laminar flow of the fog can be found in 6.3.
The experiment was performed on blocks of 10, 5 and 3% w/w gelatine, on bovine heads and on sheep
heads. Gelatine samples were prepared using 55ºC warm water agitated until all the gelatine particles
dissolved. The gelatine was poured into plastic containers with dimensions of 125 × 90 × 65 mm, a wall
thickness of 1 mm, and with open entrance and exit holes with diameters of 22 mm. These samples
were then kept in a refrigerator at 4 ºC for 24 hours. Simulants were removed from the refrigerator 1-2
minutes before the test.
The animal heads were collected from Auckland Meat Processors Ltd. Animals were electronically
stunned before their neck arteries were severed. The heads were removed from the body 10 to 15
minutes after death. The heads were shaved on the frontal section where bullet impact would occur. All
heads were kept at room temperature (18-22 ºC). The distance between the entry hole and smoke line
varied (10 to 25 mm) in each set of experiments due to the difference in anatomy of the animal heads.
The distance from the gun to the samples was 1 m. To prevent the forward-travelling muzzle gases from
affecting the air motion near the sample, a 0.5 mm thick sheet of plastic was installed between the gun
and samples.
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7.3

Results

Figure 7-2 shows the sequence of frames from one of the 10% gelatine samples. The first frame shows
the bullet before entering the smoke sheet. The second frame shows the moment the bullet exits the
smoke. Frames 3 to 5 shows the smoke traversing laterally towards the bullet entry point and the
evolution of the entry wound. From frames 6 to 10 the displacement of the smoke was measured by
tracking contrast features through consecutive frames. The same procedure was applied to all the videos.
Details of the tracking procedure can be found in chapter 3.

Figure 7-2: Example of the air motion visualization from 10 % gelatine.

The relaxation time and Stokes number of the smoke particles were calculated to determine whether the
smoke would follow the air as it moves. The dimensions of the particles were measured by imaging
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them at high magnification using a Dantec 2 megapixel camera with 50 mm lens and 300 mm of
extension tube. Particles were illuminated by a New Wave Solo120XT pulsed frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser. Images were calibrated by imaging a fixed wire with a diameter of 0.4 mm in the laser
path to obtain the pixel to mm scale of the image. Knowing the dimensions of each pixel it was possible
to calculate the dimensions of the particles. The Stokes number equation 1 should be < 0.1 to follow
the flow faithfully. Detailed method for measuring the particle dimension can be found in section 2.4.3.
Knowing the dimension of the particles it was possible to use equation 14 to calculate the Stokes
number. Thus for the 1.6 micron diameter droplets of propylene glycol used in this experiment, at 100
m/s air speed, the Stokes number is 0.09. The maximum velocity of the air observed in this experiment
was 76 m/s. This makes the maximum error in velocity calculation less than 6% (Dring, 1982).
However, the Stokes number for tracking the air velocity of the 350 m/s (velocity of the bullet) is 0.31
which does not meet the criteria: the particles will lag behind the air.
Figure 7-3 shows the velocity of the air as it enters the entry wound and as it is ejected from it in the
gelatine samples. It was observed that the air moved into the entry wound at the moment of the
formation of the temporary cavity with a mean velocity of 64.8 m/s from 10% gelatine, 75.6 m/s from
5% gelatine and 81m/s from 3% gelatine. The mean velocity of the air ejected from the entry wound
was 72 m/s for 10% gelatine and 43m/s for 5 % gelatine. For 3 % gelatine, air ejection from the entry
wound was not observed. Error bars in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-5 show +/- the difference between the
mean and the extreme values. All results are presented in this chapter are the mean of 3 repeats for each
material.
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Figure 7-3: Velocity of the air motion as a result of formation and collapse of the temporary cavity in gelatine
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Figure 7-5 shows the velocity of the expansion of the temporary cavity in the 0.0003 s immediately
after the first contact of the bullet. The measurement performed on PFV viewer software (Ver. 351) by
measuring the diameter of the temporary cavity as it forms in the gelatine. Figure 7-4 shows the
schematic procedure for measuring the diameter of the temporary cavity.

Figure 7-4: schematic procedure for measuring diameter of the temporary cavity

Velocities of the expansion of different percentage of the gelatine as a result of the formation of the
temporary cavity were 63.6, 69 and 77.4 m/s respectively for 10 5 and 3% gelatine.
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Figure 7-5: velocity of the expansion of the temporary cavity

Figure 7-6 shows a sequence of frames from the bovine head experiment. Frame one shows the bullet
before entering the smoke sheet. Frame two shows the bullet after passing through the smoke sheet and
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frame 3 shows the smoke after the bullet enters the sample, the edge of which can be seen on the extreme
right of each frame. A very slow motion of the air was observed in the animal head experiments, which
may be caused by the bullet motion and tail splash. However air motion as a result of formation and
collapse of the cavity, if such exist in the cranium, was not observed in the experiment.

Figure 7-6: Early phases of the bovine head experiment

During the experiment it was observed that brain tissue was ejected with a mean velocity of 37±6 m/s
from sheep’s head 0.0011s after penetration. Figure 7-7 shows a sequence of frames from the sheep
head experiment. Frame one shows the bullet before impact, frame two shows the extrusion of the skin
after impact, frame three shows the skin returning to its original shape and frame four shows brain
tissue emerging from the entry hole. Visual observation after the experiment confirmed that the ejected
tissue was brain.

Figure 7-7: Sheep’s head experiment: 1- Bullet before impact 2- Extrusion of the skin 3- Skin back to the original
shape 4- Ejection of the brain

Another experiment was performed on the bovine head. The frontal section of the bovine head was shot
three times with 9 mm bullets. Figure 7-8 shows the position of the entry of the bullet on the bovine
head. After the third shot, brain tissue ejected from the second wound channel with a mean velocity of
30 m/s (shown in Figure 7-9 with the yellow cursor) after 0.0007s of the bullet impact. The second
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ejection started from the first wound channel (shown in Figure 7-9 with the green cursor) with a time
delay of 0.00123s from the first ejection. The velocity, averaged over time, of the ejected brain from
the first channel was 21 m/s.

Figure 7-8: Position of the wound channel

Figure 7-9: Yellow cursor shows the first ejection and green cursor the second ejection from the bovine head

The velocities of the ejected brain from both experiments was calculated by tracking the position of the
ejected material in each frame. Knowing the velocity it was possible to use the dynamic pressure
equation (Equation 7) to calculate the minimum internal pressure required to drive the brain outside the
cranium from the wound channel, assuming no viscous pressure loss at the entry hole. p is the pressure
in the cranium, ρ is the density of the brain (1040 kg/m3) and v is the velocity of the ejected brain.
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Table 7-2: velocity of the ejected brain and relevant dynamic pressure

Experiment

Velocity of the ejected brain(m/s)

Dynamic Pressure (kPa)

Sheep head
Bovine head first ejection

37
30

712
468

Bovine head second ejection

21

229

7.4

Discussion

A temporary cavity is known to form in gelatine when penetrated by 9 mm bullets (Jiangyue Zhang et
al., 2005; J. Zhang et al., 2007). The temporary cavity has been hypothesised to explain the zone of
stretched material surrounding the permanent wound track in muscle and brain (Thali et al., 2002;
Jiangyue Zhang et al., 2005; J. Zhang et al., 2007). However the temporary cavity has not been directly
observed in brain tissue, due to the opacity of the tissue. If a temporary cavity is formed in brain, its
size may not match that seen in gelatine due to a difference in material properties. This may explain the
lack of observed air motion into and out of the entrance wound in the head samples.
The degree of inwards and outwards air motion observed with gelatine samples as a result of expansion
and contraction of the cavity depends on the elastic response of the material. As shown in Figure 7-3
and Figure 7-5 there is a clear correlation between the elastic response of the material and the velocity
of the ejected air and velocity of the expansion of the temporary cavity. Moreover, material with lower
elastic modulus has a higher cavity expansion rate. As shown in Figure 7-3, as the gelatine concentration
is reduced from 10 to 5 to 3%, reducing the elastic modulus, the velocity of inflow of air is increased.
The opposite trend is seen in the contraction of the material, where a lower elastic modulus causes a
slower recoil (Figure 4). The velocity of the ejected air is thus reduced by reducing the percentage of
the gelatine from 10% to 5%. For 3% gelatine, ejection of the air was not observed. By decreasing the
elasticity of the material the elastic response of the material may not be sufficient to move the air inside
and outside the cavity. The animal heads did not show ejection of air, suggesting the elastic modulus of
mammalian brain tissue at ballistic strain rates is lower than that of 10 or 5% gelatine. In chapter 4 of
this study which is also published by Lazarjan et al. (Lazarjan et al., 2014) the expansion rate of samples
in open-topped containers, the elastic response of the brain was shown to be lower than that of 10 or
5% gelatine which may explain the lack of air motion from the animals head.
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The velocities of ejected brain tissue, and a simple calculation assuming no viscous losses, suggest that
the minimum pressure required for driving brain tissue from the sheep and bovine heads are respectively
712 and 468 kPa. For comparison, the peak pressures measured in previous work using a block of
Sylgard 527 silicone as a brain simulant which was shot with 9 mm bullet were 55 to 242 kPa (Jiangyue
Zhang et al., 2005), lower but of the same order of magnitude. Another set of experiments were
performed on spherical shape models made from Sylgard 527 and 10% gelatine in (J. Zhang et al.,
2007), where the results suggested that the pressure peak has a range between -92.8 to 644.6 kPa, the
upper figure lying close to the pressures calculated in the present work. The peak pressure is likely to
depend on the volume and shape of the cavity.
In this work, brain was seen to eject from entry wounds in the bovine head on the third shot. One
hypothesis is that after the second shot, the brain had suffered sufficient permanent damage to
compromise its structural strength, and subsequently flows as a high viscosity fluid. This was not
observed in the gelatine samples, as the gelatine recoils to its original shape, leaving a narrow channel
of permanent damage. In the experiment with the sheep and bovine head it was shown that the brain
started to eject outside the head at 0.0011s after bullet impact from the sheep head and after 0.0007s for
the bovine brain. The time required to raise the internal pressure of the head is thus short, as expected
from the known behaviour of near-incompressible materials inside closed cavities.

7.5

Conclusion

Using high speed camera imaging and a fog of small liquid droplets it was possible to visualise the air
motion in front of the entry wound in samples of ballistic gelatine and animal heads shot with standard
9x19 mm pistol ammunition. The velocity of air motion into and out of blocks of 3, 5 and 10% gelatine
was correlated to the concentration of gelatine, and hence to the elastic modulus. Higher concentrations
of gelatine led to slower inflow of air, and faster outflow. Air motion was not observed into or out of
the animal heads. This may be explained if the elastic modulus of mammalian brain, at ballistic strain
rates, is less than that of 10 or 5% gelatine. The collapse of the temporary cavity may not therefore be
as substantial contributor to back-spattering of blood in cranial gunshot injuries as previously thought.
The results of this experiment may help to develop a better model of ballistic impact to the head, whether
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laboratory models or finite element computational models. New materials with lower elasticity and
some viscous flow properties should be explored as brain simulants for high velocity impact
experiments.
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8

Conclusion and Future Work
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8.1

Experimental Method for Validation of the Simulant

In this study it was possible to develop a new method for quantitative and qualitative comparison of
different material upon impact using high speed cameras. The form of the fragmentation and kinetic
energy absorption by ovine brain in both preserved and fresh samples were compared. The results of
this study show that the differences between the fresh ovine brain and preserved ovine brains are
negligible for proposes of this study.
The dynamic response of the bovine brain was compared with different concentrations of gelatine and
a new composite material (M1). All gelatine samples experienced an initial expansion, followed by
elastic recoil to the original shape. Neither the bovine brain nor the M1 showed this elastic recoil (see
appendix A). Results of the experiments on the bovine head shows that one of the important factor in
the brain simulant for generating the backspatter is that, the material must be able to flow backward
towards the firearm from the permanent wound cavity that is created in the skull (see appendix A
Figure 9-2). Thus, the expansion rate, velocity of the extrusion of the material and form of the
fragmentation must be considered as important factors for validation of the simulant for cranial gunshot.
The expansion rate of the bovine brain was close to the M1 material. The results indicate that M1
material with 5 mm carbon fibre is capable of producing a more brain-like form of fragmentation,
expansion rate and velocity of the extruded material for 9 mm experiments. M1 is the best material
available for the experiments performed with .22 AR and .22 LR. However, the results of the stopping
distance and form of the damage in different materials showed that M1 material is not capable of
creating the same form of the damage and stopping distance as the one observed in the bovine brain.
These findings indicate that for each specific type of experiment a unique simulant must be used. One
simulant might be able to produce the same form of the fragmentation and kinetic energy absorption,
but not the form of the damage and stopping distance. Gelatine samples of 10% concentration should
not be used as a brain simulant. Gelatine samples were not capable of reproducing neither form of the
fragmentation nor expansion rate even close to the bovine brain tissues. Overall, the results of this study
suggested that in order to increase the repeatability of the experiments, it is better to cut samples in a
cuboid shape. However, producing the same exact form of the fragmentation is not possible due to
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rotation of the bullet as well as small changes in the angle of impact and also limitations from the frame
rate of the high speed cameras used. As such qualitative analysis in conjunction with quantitative
measurements are required to obtain the best outcome.
The methodology used in this study is not limited to measuring mechanical properties, rather it is a
holistic approach which makes it possible to examine the effects which are influenced by all the
important mechanical properties, rendering it a more stringent test than measuring individual
mechanical properties such as shear modulus.

8.2

Experimental Method for Flow Visualisation

A novel method for flow visualisation in front of the wound cavity has been developed. Air flow in
front of the wound cavity in 3, 5, 10% gelatine, M1, Bovine brain and bovine head have been
investigated. The results show that suction and ejection of the air from the wound cavity depend on the
elastic response of the material. Samples with higher concentration of the gelatine had slower inflow of
the air and faster outflow. Ejection of the air can be measured from 5, 10 % gelatine samples. However,
it was not possible to measure the velocity of the ejected air from 3% gelatine samples due to not
uniform and very slow movement of the particles. The air motion was not detectable for neither the
bovine brain, nor the M1. The lack of the ejection of the air from the bovine brain and M1 can be
explained by knowing that they have larger plastic deformation compared to the gelatine samples. Air

motion was not observed into or out of the animal heads. This clearly shows that elastic
response of the mammalian brain tissue is less than 5 and 10% gelatine. Thus, formation and
collapse of the temporary cavity may not therefore have important effects of the generation of
the backspatter as previously thought. However, results of the study on the animal heads shows
that intracranial presser rises as the bullet penetrates the head. This pressure has potential for
the ejecting the biological material in the form of the backspatter and blood stain pattern.
In summary, the results of this study suggests that a more brain like material must be used as
brain simulant in order to create more realistic 3D model of the human head. The boundary
condition around the samples has strong effect on the form of the damage created by the
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projectile. This was mentioned in the study by Jussila (Jussila, 2005) the direction of the
biggest crack around the wound cavity is towards the supporting platform. This indicates the
importance of the boundary layer of the tested material to the form of the damage. Also, the
results of the current study shows that in the material with the rigid (aluminium) boundary the
longest crack will rotate around the wound channel as the projectile penetrates 10% gelatine.
Moreover, in the study by Fackler and Malinowski (1985) they clearly showed the effect of the
bullet construction to the form of the damage in the tissue. However, the effect of the
fragmenting and deforming projectile to the form of the damage should be addressed in future
studies.

8.3

Future Work

Work presented in this study has provided new techniques for experimental investigation of
the formation of the backspatter and a method for comparing the properties of different
materials in a ballistic penetration test. However, further investigation must be performed to
produce a material that can fit all criteria such as stopping distance, nature of fragmentation
and form of the permanent damage. The simple blocks used in this study allow tests of material
property effects as distinct from geometric effects, thus more experiments on different types of
the simulant must be conducted. Materials such as alginate and agar mixed with glycerol and
other composite materials must be tested to find more realistic simulant for the brain. Further
work should include realistic skin-skull-brain geometries. Also each layer of the 3D model of
the human head can be pressurised with a blood simulant, so it can reproduce more realistic
backspatter. However, more study should be done on materials such as M1 to optimise their
performance. New composite materials such as glycerol agar, alginate glycerol and glycerol
gelatine have promising properties and should be investigated with the methodology proposed
in this study.
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9

Appendix A- Bovine Brain VS Simulants

This appendix presents some additional images to elucidate the form of the damage in different
simulants and bovine brain.

Figure 9-1 shows the form of the deformation of the brain tissue, different percentage of gelatine and
M1 shot with .22 AR. As it can be seen, the bovine brain and M1 material experience totally plastic
deformation around the path of the projectile while plastic deformation was not observed in any of the
gelatine samples, at any concentration.

Figure 9-1: Form of the deformation in bovine brain, different percentage of gelatine and M1
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Figure 9-2 shows the diameter of the permanent wound cavity in the bovine brain. The diameter of the
permanent wound cavity in the bovine head was approximately the same size as the diameter of the
projectile.

Figure 9-2: Diameter of the permanent wound cavity in bovine head

Figure 9-3 shows the fragments of the bovine brain tissue shot by a .22 air rifle. It must be noted that in
the experiment performed with 9 mm calibre on the unconfined bovine brain, all the brain tissues were
disintegrated due to high kinetic energy of the projectile therefore most of the experiments performed
with .22 LR and .22 AR.

Figure 9-3: Fragments of the bovine brain tissue
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Figure 9-4 shows the bovine brain and M1 material after being shot by .22 AR. As it can be seen material
has been separated from the path of the bullet. Material hits the top of the box and falls on the floor.

Figure 9-4: A-Bovine brain B- M1 after shot

Figure 9-5 shows 3, 5, 10% of gelatine and bovine brain. The brain tissue experienced a plastic
deformation and it has to be cut from the path of the projectile. However, gelatine samples had very
small plastic deformation and the diameter of the permanent cavity was smaller than diameter of the
projectile.

Figure 9-5: 3, 5, 10% gelatine and brain after shot with .22 AR
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